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ABSTRACT
 
This report represents an analytical study of several
 
processes relevant to the structure of moderate altitude
 
rocket exhaust plumes. The work covers an analytical framework
 
for a viscous and chemically reacting plume; the Mach disc,
 
the mixed flow problemand condensation effects.
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NOMENCLATURE
 
A area 
a speed of sound 
b -defined by Eq.. (12) 
Di defined-by Eq. (14)P defined by Eq_ (16) 
F defined by Eq. (13) 
H total enthalpy th 
h static enthalpy (sensible + chemical) of i specie 
j J0 for 2-dimensionai flow 
l for axisymmetric flow
 
Le Lewis-Number
 
- length along dharacteristic
 
M Mach number
 
Pr Prandtl number
 
p pressure
 
q velocity modulus
 
r y ordinate
 
S entropy
 
T static temperature
 
t time 
u viscosity or streamline velocity component 
v lateral velocity component th 
*. chemical production term for i specie 
x streamwise coordinate 
y lateral coordinate 
Greek
 
ai mass fraction of i specie
 
V specific heat ratio
 
(F characteristic direction
 
6 flow deflection angle 
p density 
a surface tension 
r tan G 
' stream function 
Superscript
 
* sonic condition or critical droplet state 
Subscript
 
q centerline
 
e supersonic external flow
 
i subsonic internal flow or initial state
 
j jet or nozzle state
 
L condensate
 
N.S. normal shock
 
ix
 
s shock 
T.P. triple point 
t,O stagnation state 
v vapor 
v saturation state0o 
O undisturbed environmental state
 
Additional symbols defined locally within the text.
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I. INTRODUCTION
 
The description of rocket engine-.exhaust plumes has long
 
been of interest because of a variety of important problems
 
associated with the plume flow field structure. These problems
 
involve a number of mechanisms which in the most general case,
 
are coupled together within a framework of chemical and fluid
 
dynamical processes. Radiation and convective heating of the
 
vehicle and surrounding structure, communication and detection,
 
impingement and contamination constitute the bulk of these
 
2 3
problems 1, ,
 
The main characteristics of an axisymmetric moderate
 
altitude rocket exhaust flow field, are shown ,in'Figure 1. The
 
Vehicle velocity is supersonic and the exhaust is underexpanded
 
at the exit plane, leading to a "lip" shock wh'itch itarts at
 
the trailing edge of the nozzle. often there 'are one or more
 
nozzle shocks (not shown) which are caused by compression from
 
the nozzle walls. The expansion waves at the trailing-edge
 
reflect as compression waves of the opposite family, often
 
coalescing to form the intercepting (barrel) shock. The strength
 
of the intercepting shock increases downstream due to further
 
reflected waves which may be further enhanced due to the axi­
symmetric focusing effect. Downstream, the triple point-Mach
 
disc configuration will introduce an imbedded region of sub­
sonic flow. At the triple point a slip line contact discontinuity
 
is formed and the intercepting shock is reflected as a shock of
 
the opposite family.
 
Depending on flight and nozzle exit conditions, mixing

between the ambient and exhaust gases can significantly affect
 
the gross as well as the local properties of the flow. If the
 
fuel has not been completely burned by the time it reaches the
 
exit plane, it will then form a potentially combustible mixture
 
as it mixes with the high speed air.
 
Thus, the plume problem involves a complex coupling of
 
inviscid and viscous phenomena which in general includes the
 
-effects of combustion kinetics.
 
The purpose of this report is to describe some analysis
 
and computational capability required for the prediction of
 
such moderate altitude plumeflow fields.
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A. Status of Previous Plume Flow Programs
 
1. Inviscid Flow Field - The supersonic inviscid plume
 
flow field for perfect, frozen, or equilibrium'gas mixtures can.
 
be accurately and economically computed using the method of
 
characteristics, and there are many such computer programs in
 
existence, though few have the intercepting shock structure.
 
The inclusion of finite rate chemistry in the usual fashion
 
introduces economic limitations because the integration of the
 
species production terms along streamlines by standard techniques
 
such-asRunge-Kutta- lea&-tcexeedin-_y long computing times.4 
In 1965 a major advance on the-problem was made by G..Moretti
 
Subseqent modifications and improvements 5,6 in Moretti's solution
 
technique have extended even further the ability to solve complex
 
chemical kinetics ptoblems accurately while maintaining feasible
 
running times.
 
The problem of the interaction between the subsonic-super­
sonic regions downstream of the Mach disc is'itself complex but
 
in certain cases can be treated by invoking a quasi-one­
dimensional streamtube approximation- for the subsonic flow, 
once the triple point location has been determined. These
 
problems are discussed in later sections of this report.
 
2. Viscous Effects - The simplest and most common
 
means of including -viscous effects is to first determine the
 
inviscid flow field and then to solve for a shear layer along
 
the streamline which separates (in the inviscid solution)- the
 
exhaust gases from the external stream. This presupposes, of
 
course, that the mixing layer remains relatively thin and that
 
mixing effects do not significanttly alter the inviscid field.-

However, when the mixing layer spreads significantly, it is not
 
reasonable to lay a mixing analysis over an inviscidly computed
 
flow fi6ld. However, the work in References 7, 8 and 9 have
 
presented the basis for the treatment of such flows having
 
simultaneously, (i) appreciable lateral pressure gradients,
 
(ii) viscous effects over appreciable-lateral dimension, and
 
(iii) non-equilibrium chemistry.
 
3. The Viscid-Inviscid Analysis - The above analysis
 
has been under-development for a number of years and detailed
 
in Reference 9. Basically, the idea is to consider those flows
 
in which both inertia and viscous forces affect the pressure
 
field while transport effects are of the boundary layer type
 
thus, an initial value formulation is appropriate- The Navier
 
Stokes equations are approximated in- a manner such that the
 
complete Euler terms are retained;,, while the viscous and heat
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conduction terms are approximated in the same way as is usually
 
done in classical boundary layer analyses. The method of
 
characteristics- is used to obtain a pressure-streamline de­
flection relation which includes the transport and species pro­
duction terms in the inhomogeneous part of the compatibility
 
relations- along characteristics. The energy, streamwise
 
momentum, and species production equations are integrated along
 
streamlines after the pressure gradient has been determined from
 
the characteristi: computation. 
9 
At- GASL, Edelmam-and.Weilerstein applied this technique 
to- the solution of the supersonic plume of an underexpanded 
exhaust nozzle, among other configurations. That computer pro­
gram, which included finite rate chemical effects did tot have 
the capability of computing the internal shock structure and
 
was limited to the hydrogen-air system.
 
B. Specific Objectives of This Effort
 
The following sections describe the modifications,and
 
extension& of the above computer program to-include the internal
 
shock structure. Detailed treatments of the Mach disc and
 
transonic flow problems are also presented.
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II. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM
 
A., Required Modifications of Existing Program
 
-This section will describe-ne .important aspects of the
 
general problem and how these relite.to- the work performed on
 
This involves the inclusion of the intercepting
this effort. 

shock, triple point-Mach disci reflected shock, and transonic
 
flow region solutions in the GASL MOCV computer program*.
 
Because the MOCV program developed by Edelman and
 
.Weilerstein contained no internal shock structure it was
 
necessary to consider the following elements: (1) initial
 
detection of the intercepting shock; (2) inclusion of the
 
intercepting shock computation in the basic computer program;
 
(3) determination of the triple point location; (4) solution
 
of the triple point-Mach disc configuration; (5) inclusion
 
of the reflected shock computation; (6) solution of the tran­
sonic flow downstream of the Mach disc. There are no
 
fundamental difficulties associated with 1, 2 or 5 and they
 
will receiveno further attention in this section. 3, 4 and
 
6 allhaveassociated with them fundamental problems :which need
 
additional discussion-

B. The Triple Point-Mach Disc
 
At the inception of this work, no one had, as yet,
 
developed a completely satisfactory criterion for locating the
 
triple point, and our initial intention was to make the computer
 
program as flexible as possible by i8 cluding as options each of
 
the three most well known theories ll,12. However, during
 
the course of this work, a self-contained theory was developed
 
which is firmly grounded on the basic interaction which
 
determines the triple point location. As this theory was being
 
developed, the usefulness of including the other three theories
 
as program options diminished, and currently the triple point
 
location is a datum.
 
Once the triple point has been located, it is necessary to
 
obtain its configuration and that of the Mach disc. For the flows
 
* Reference will be made to the method of solution as the 
Method of Characteristics with Viscosity (MOCV) dnd to the
 
associated computer code as the MOCV computer program.
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we are considering, the triple point solution seems always to
 
correspond to that shown in Figure 2, at least so long as no
 
one does not consider scales on the order of the shock thickness
 
or less.
 
C. The Transonic-Flow
 
The transonic flow downstream of the Mach disc also
 
needs to be given special attention. For small to T8derate-sized
 
plumes, the core region is grossly one-dimensional (see Section VI)
 
and a quasi-one-dimensional streamtube approximation is remarkably
 
accuracte over a wide range of nozzle exhaust conditions for
 
supersonic plumes in a static ambient. The effect of the supersonic
 
flight velocity is to shrink the lateral dimension of the plume,
 
making the one-dimensional approximation for the core region
 
even better. Also, viscous effects are neglected in the subsonic
 
region and along the slip line where pressure/streamline-deflection
 
effects predominate (the velocity difference across the slip line
 
will ordinarily be quite small). So, in this effort, the transonic
 
region is treated quasi-one-dimensionally, inviscidly, with an
 
inviscid matching along the slip line.
 
The quasi-one-dimensional flow has associated with it, a
 
pressure-area relationship while the supersonic outer flow is
 
characterized by a pressure-streamline deflection law. 'In order
 
to match along the slip line we must tie these two relations
 
together, to match them. This is done by relating the slip line
 
ordinate with its slope as sketched in Figure 3.'
 
Consider everything known at some station x . Then to 
march ahead,, we have, along the slip line, o 
p= pe(0) 	 from the supersonic side (la)
 
p= pi(y) 	 from the subsonic side (lb)
 
y = y(O) 	 from analytic geometry and 'lc)
 
differential calculus
 
Putting (1c) in (la) gives
 
p = Pe(y) from the supersonic side 	 (la') 
The matching involves, at a specified x, finding y(x) such that
 
Pe(y(x)) = pi(y(x)). 
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So long as-we are not near the place where the interior
 
flow becomes sonic, we. can expect to be able to march ahead,
 
determining the slip line shape and axial pressure distribution
 
from the indicated matching. Near the sonic point we can expect
 
numerical difficulties because of the change in sign of the
 
This difficulty
derivative of the area relation for the inside. 

is best illustrated by differentiating (la) and (ib) to get,
 
along the slip line,
 
dPe 2p d9 dy 
 from the outer flow 
 (2a)
 
dx de dy dx
 
dp. dp.i !
 
from the inner flow (2b)
dx dy dx
 
Now as we proceed through the sonic point of the inner flow,
 
dpi/dy changes sign. If we had been able to solve the flow
 
upstream of this point exactly (including the triple point -

Mach disc solution), we would find that dpe/dy changes sign
 
(actually dO/dy) at the same abscissa as does dp./dy. But we 
cannot hope for such accuracy, and we must expect in the 
numerical solution, the changes in sign of dp /dy and dp./dy 
to occur at different abscissae, say x*e1 and x*., the difference 
depending on the accuracy of the solution. The result will be, 
of course, difficulty in converging in the interaction for-the
 
matching along the slip line.
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III. ANALYSIS
 
In this section we will first write the equations which
 
comprise the MOCV analysis. Details can be found in the report
 
by Edelman and Weilerstein9 . Then, we will explain the splitting
 
of the equations into "hyperbolic" and "parabolic" groupings
 
indicating how each group is solved.
 
The Equations - We are considering axisynnetric flows and
 
denote the axial and radial coordinate directions by (x,y)
 
respectively. After non-dimensionalizing and dropping higher
 
order transport terms, in intrinsic coordinates the describing
 
equations are:
 
Global Continuity
 
(pq)s + jpg sin G + pq0 =0 (3) 
s r n 
S-momentum
 
_1 rJ q] 4 
+Pq qs Ps r n (4) 
n-momentum
 
2 
pqGs + Pn = 0 (5) 
Species Continuity
 
Irri CLe 
pq(ai)s = pwi + 1 Pr (fi (6) 
Energy 
H 1 1 2 
pqH = r- 9-- Hn n + (l-)A(q /2)] +
 
r Pr *n n r] prnn
 
()1 'g
 
+-r [ (Le-1)r 
-h(.

J Pr i)n]n
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where 
H = r aihi(T) +.q 2/2 (8)i 
P (9) 
RT r j W.1 
(10)h. (a.,T)h i 

These equations are combined to yield two compatibility equations, 
relating changes in p and 0, 
+ ~ d_, = + g (11)d2 b 
­+ 

dT"- d4
 
b + T TanG (12)2 
Dq Tan C 
H)%n(1(1+r )sin E [ (H +  
qq P qF pq nn y n 

(13)
D. FsinG
C s pRTF
qn o 0 

+h.D. + - __ L Fi ' P i y. 
w .
 
u __Cos G" W."1 
D.= s-a. + s . + -- '(14) 
1 0q inn pq y in q 
one along each of the two characteristics respectively inclined
 
Ek to the streamline direction. The Ek are
at the angles + 

given by
 
TanE- = + 2 F 1 F 2 (15) pg (p p pq
where
 dh* (T) 
(16)
F-= Toe 1i dT
i 
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w. represents the rate-of production of the it h specie as a
 
result ofchemical reactions and is a known Eunction of species
 
concentrations,-temperature, and density.
 
Equations (3) - (10) comprise eight equations* for the eight
 
dependent variables, p, p, T, H, h, Q, 9, U.. of the five partial
 
differential equations, Equations (3) -'(7), the two compatibility
 
equations (Equation(ll)), are used in place of the global
 
continuity and the normal momentum equations, and comprise the
 
"hyperbolic"_part of the system. Then the streamwise momentum,
 
energy, and species continuity equations, (Eqs., (4), (6)', (7) )
 
integrated along streamlines, comprise the uparabolic" part of
 
the -system. They are solved by an explicit finite difference 
prbcedure, as are the characteristic compatibility equations.
 
Consider the solution to be known at some axial station x,
 
as' sketched in Figure 4. Then a characteristic mesh can be
 
drawn, as indicated. Associated with this mesh is a minimum do­
main ,6x, of influence.
 
First the compatibility equations are solved on the
 
characteristic mesh (with uneven axial spacing). Then, by
 
interpolations on p and 9,'the ordinate, inclination, and
 
pressure at x + Lx of the streamlines originating at mesh
 
points at x are determined. With the now known pressure
 
gradient the parabolic part of the system is solved in order:
 
streamwise momentum, energy, species continuity.
 
* 	 For convenience, we will refer to all the species continuity 
equations as one equation. 
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IV. DETAILS OF THE MODIFICATIONS OF THE MOCV PROGRAM
 
In this section we will present the details of the
 
analysis as well as of the required changes to the M0CV
 
computer program. As mentioned before, the computer program
 
used by Edelman and Weilerstein9 , was a basic program which
 
established firmly the computational feasibility and usefulness
 
of the basic MOCV concept outlined in the introduction. Some
 
of the changes necessary to bring the MOCV computer program
 
included in the following discussion.
beyond this state are 

-
A. The Expansion at the Nozzle Exit Lip Starting Line
 
When the underexpanded exhaust gases reach the nozzle
 
exit lip, they expand due to the *lower external pressure (Figure 1).
 
Locally, this expansion, which is inviscidly dominated, is a
 
The exhaust gas streamlines turn into
Prandtl-Meyer expansion. 

the external air stream, which is directed in the axial direction
 
An oblique shock is required to turn
just upstream of the lip. 

the external stream, since it cannot continue on its way due
 
At the lip, the
to the interaction with the exhaust gases. 

shock and expansion strengths must match so that the pressure and
 
are compatible.
flow direction of the external and-exhaust streams 

In a purely inviscid flow, a slip line (contact discontinuity)
 
would separate the two flows downstream of the lip. In our case,
 
where we are including mixing of the two streams, we will refer
 
to the streamline corresponding to the inviscid slip line as the
 
separating streamline (SSL).
 
Edelman and Weilerstein9 , accounted for this expansion­
shock structure, and the pertinent equations are presented in
 
their report.' However, in continuing downstream of the exit
 
plane, they did not include the local details of the Prandtl-

Meyer expansion in that computation. Consider the following
 
schematization in Figure 5, of their finite difference grid at
 
the exit plane and the immediately subsequent axial station.
 
Point K at the initial station n = 1, has the pressure and
 
flow direction determined by matching the shock and expansion
 
strength (see above) and has the state associated with the
 
chemical properties of the ambient gas.
 
The next lower mesh point k = K11 is a regular exhaust
 
nozzle point. Although locally not very detailed this finite
 
difference is adequate for flow field computations not involving
 
the detection of an intercepting shock. However, to compute an
 
intercepting shock caused by the reflection, of the expansion
 
waves off, essentially, the separating streamline, requires a
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considerably more detailed treatment in the local near region.
 
Such a procedure is illustrated in Figure 6. The expansion fan
 
is divided into a number of intervals in the usual fashion for
 
characteristic computations. In making the first axial step,
 
the points K-I through K-i are treated as a simple wave with
 
frozen chemistry, All the other points are computed in the
 
usual manner. The-initial step is kept small enough so that,
 
for the purpose of these computations, the simple wave approxi­
mation is adequate.
 
B. Detection of the Intercepting (Barrel) Shock
 
The intercepting shock is formed by the coalescence
 
of compression waves resulting, basically, from the reflection
 
of the lip expansion waves from the dividing streamline*. In
 
a standard method of characteristics computation, it is easy
 
to detect an envelope shock by the crossing of characteristics
 
of the same family, in this case the right running(upper half
 
plane) or first family characteristics. However, our
 
characteristic mesh is redefined at each axial station, and
 
a number of interpolations on the local characteristic grid are
 
performed during the normal course of the computation. By
 
the very nature of the computational procedure, it is impossible
 
to detect the shock by the crossing of two first family
 
characteristics originating from regular mesh points at a
 
given axial station.
 
Since this situation results from the fact that the
 
computational grid is established according to streamlines rather
 
than characteristics, one solution is to superimpose 
 a
 
'regular characteristic grid on the basic computational mesh,
 
Figure 7. The characteristic mesh is composed of all the first
 
family characteristics originating at either initial mesh points
 
at the exhaust plane or regular mesh points on the lip shock.
 
Thus, we can identify and follow downstream a number of distinct
 
first family characteristics. When two of these characteristics
 
cross we will have detected the "beginning" of the intercepting
 
shock.
 
* The shock can be formed by other means, also, as by non­
uniformities in nozzle exhaust properties, even when the exhaust
 
pressure is balanced with the external pressure.
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An alternative technique is to scan across the flow field
 
to determine the maximum positive lateral pressure gradient. The
 
intercepting shock is initiated at the point of maximum lateral
 
.pressure gradient when it exceeds a specified value. Although
 
the details for both techniques have been worked out it is the
 
In particular,
latter that has been implemented in the MOCV program. 

the pressure profile is scanned and if the pressure shows a rise
 
such that p/pmin .1 between two grid points, a shock is
 
initiated there.
 
C. Intercepting Shock Computations
 
Once we have detected the existence of the intercepting
 
shock, it is necessary to include this shock in all subsequent
 
computations downstream of its inception. Basically, this
 
leads to a fairly standard method of characteristics treatment
 
of a supersonic flow field with an embedded shock, except that
 
we are working with a modified characteristic mesh and are
 
including certain viscous and heat conduction effects. Now,
 
the modified characteristic mesh actually simplifies the
 
computational procedure considerably in the presence of imbedded
 
shocks. Viscous and heat conduction effects are a complication
 
since the integration of the "parabolic" equations along stream­
lines requires a knowledge of certain derivatives normal to the
 
streamlines (e.g., gn" gnn' Hnn, ain). Near the imbedded shock 
it becomes difficult to evaluate these terms since most of them
 
are not continuous at-the shock- In such cases, when we must
 
evaluate these terms for a streamline whose mesh point is
 
just adjacent to the shock, we use their,values at the next
 
adjacent mesh point on the same side of the shock. This
 
approximation seems justified because, in the neighborhood of
 
the shock, the changes due t6 the shock should dominate those due
 
to viscous and heat conduction effects (excluding those within
 
the shock), so any 'loss in accuracy from these extrapolations
 
should have "higher order" effects.
 
The calculation procedure is as follows, (refer to
 
Figures 8a and 8b):
 
Consider the flow, including the shock angle, to be completely
 
specified at some station xn. There are two mesh points (ks,n)
 
and (ks+l,n) located on the shock; one on the upstream side, the
 
other on the downstream side. The unknowns are the ordinates
 
yn+l of the shock, the shock slope, and the conditions on its
 
upstream and downstream sides. To obtain this information, first
 
the.ordinate of the shock point (ks n+,) at xn+l is determined
 
by using,the shock slope at xn and the already determined step size 
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bx = xn+l-Xn . The conditions in front of the shock (ks,n+l) 
are obtained by a regular characteristic streamline computation, 
interpolating on the data at x = to get the required data at pointsxn 

A,B, and C, Figure 8b.
 
Then the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions are simultaneously
 
solved with the dompatibility equation along the-first family
 
characteristic, D-, yielding the shock angle and the conditions
 
behind the shock at point (ks+l, n+l).
 
Letting subscripts 1 and 2 denote conditions on the
 
upstream and downstream sides of the shock respectively, q
 
denote the modulus of the velocity vector, Gs the angle the
 
shock makes with the incident x (upstream) flow, and r the
 
streamline slope, the jump equations are (for species frozen
 
across the shock):
 
vt I = ql cos Gs velocity components (17) 
normal and parallel 
Vm I 
=qsineq sin s i to the shock (18) 
vt2 =vt1 (19)
 
(ai)2 i)l (20)
 
P= 1 a )1' ( l'2)(1 
2
 
h2 = P2 +P (l-P/p 2 ) (2) 
21 (21)(/P2) 
hvnl(22) = +2 I 

T2 = T2(h 2 , (ai) 2 (23) 
=2(hl-h2)+vn
24)
 
-
6 = - tan (vn/Vn) , the turning angle (25) 
2 = tan (tan T 1 - 8) (26)
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The unknowns are : P2' P 2 " T2' h2' vn 2 (ai) 2, 2' 6 G, Vt.2
 
Equations (19)-(25) are eight equations for ten unknowns. The
 
other two equations are the equation of state
 
P, = Pl T 2 since (a) = ((27)p1 

± 2 j 1T 1
P2 P2 

and the compatibility equation along the first family
 
with the minus sign)
characteristic (Ref. 9 Eq. (38), 

2d _ +7 T d (28)d@t =(28)pq 2 tan 9
dt 

Because of the non-linearity of these equations, they are
 
solved by iterating on the shock angle 0s and, within that
 
iteration, on the density ratio pl/P2
.
 
D. Triple Point Location and Solution
 
Currently, the location of the triple point is a datum
 
to be supplied by the program user. Once the computation has
 
reached the triple point, the local triple point solution is
 
determined. The intercepting shock angle and the flow conditions
 
at (1) and (2) Figure 9, will have already been obtained from
 
the regular flow field " intercepting shock computation using
 
information only from upstream of the triple point. Then the
 
solution at (3) and (4), including the reflected and Mach disc
 
shock orientations, are obtained iteratively. A guess is made
 
of the Mach disc angle, and the solution at (4), including P4
 
and g0 is determined. Since p4=p3 , the reflected shock is
 
°
 
oriented by requiring P3 = o. There will then result a 8
 
corresponding to p0. In general, we cannot expect to have
 
3= 4 which it must since (3) and (4) are separated by
 
a contact discontinuity. Hence, the shock angles are iterated
 
91 = pA simultaneously.
on until Gi = and pl 
E. Reflected Shock Computation
 
The computation of the reflected shock is identical
 
to that outlined in IV-C for the intercepting shock except
 
that the shock is of the other family.
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F. The Subsonic Region
 
The-subsonic region downstream of the Mach disc
 
is treated quasi-one-dimensionally. This soltiion is coupled
 
internally to the MOCV computation so that the entire solution
 
is automatically'generated.
 
Consider the quasi-one-dimensional flow to be
 
completely known at some station xn, and denote the values
 
at this station by a subscript I, Figure 10. 'It is desired
 
to compute the flow at the next station, x = xn + 6x,
 
designated by a subscript 2. Letting A1 and A2 indicate the
 
cross sectional area at each station, f = plql Al=p2q2A 2 be
 
the total mass flow, H0 the stagnation enthalpy (no heat or
 
momentum transport across the slip stream), then the equations
 
,
for P2., A2, P2 q2, h 2, T2, (ai)2 , are
 
Continuity
 
!k + dq + dA = 0 (29)
p q A 
Momentum
 
pqdq + dp = 0 (30) 
Energy
 
qdq + dh = dH = 0 (31) 
Calorid State
 
h 2 = h 2 (P2 ,P 2 ,ai 2 ) (32) 
Rate
 
da. 
3
dx = f(p,Pi) i = 1,2 , ,...n. (33) 
Thermal State
 
a 
P2 = R( . P 2 (34) 
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V. SAMPLE COMPUTATION
 
A sample computation to check the program logic has been
 
made with the intercepting shock-triple point-reflected shock
 
structure. This case is for a highly underexpanded (pressure
 
ratio of 50.1: 1) Mach 3.18 H2 0 jet in a uniform Mach 3.25
 
air stream. In this first computation, viscosity was taken to
 
be zero and the species were frozen. The computed flow is shown
 
in Figure 11.
 
To perform this sample computation took about 30 minutes
 
on the IBM 360-65-7094 emulator-. The basic program loqic and
 
coding has been completed, but there remains the task of
 
putting the computer program on a large enough computer so that
 
the finite rate option can be run while including the intercepting
 
shock-triple point structure.
 
The computed flow field is shown in.Figure 11. It would
 
be of interest to compare this result with a real gas inviscid
 
characteristics calculation.
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VI. THE MACH DISC
 
In the previous discussionthe Mach disc was treated,
 
rather globally in the sense that its location and geometry is
 
determined semiempiricaily. ''This section attempts to place
 
the Mach disc problem on a more rational basis.
 
In the past decade, at least two hypotheses and two theories
 
have been proposed to locate the"triple point-Mach disc, none
 
of which is entirely satisfactory from the standpoint of being
 
completely nonempirical or of yielding consistently good results.
 
Here, a self-contalned theory is proposed and developed which
 
accounts for the basic fluid mechanical interaction that
 
determines when and where a Mach disc forms in an underexpanded
 
exhaust plume- Quantitative results are presented to illustrate
 
the interaction and to verify the theory.
 
The flow field is first qualitatively divided into two
 
subregions; 1) a quasi-one-dimensional streamtube consisting
 
of the flow near the centerline, and 2) the rest of the flow.
 
A discussion of how the interaction between these two parts
 
of the flow field determines when and where the Mach disc forms
 
follows.
 
The expansion waves from the exhaust plane reflect as
 
compression waves which coalesce to form the intercepting shock.
 
-The shock, immersed in the expansion, gathers strength from
 
additional compression waves and, if the flow is axisymmetric,
 
from the focusing effect. Downstrjam,.where the expansion loses
 
strength,'the integrated effect of the compression waves can
 
result in the need for a very strong adverse axial pressure
 
gradient. The supersonic core flow, which is supercritical, is
 
unable to generate therequired adverse axial pressure gradient
 
by interacting with the supersonic outer flow. Instead,,the
 
supercritical streamtube reacts to the required downstream
 
pressure increase by jumping to a subcritical (subsonic) state
 
via a strong shock, the Mach disc.
 
Downstream of the Mach disc, the subsonic core flow acts
 
as the physical agent whereby information of the interaction
 
between the inner and outer flows is transmitted upstream to
 
the Mach disc and fixes its location. In the theory, the Mach
 
disc location is quantitatively determined by the requirement
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that the subsonic core flow must pass smoothly through a throat­
like region, thereby becoming supersonic. Thus, the entire
 
plume flow field solution depends on one parameter, the triple­
point location, which'is determined by this.throat-like condition.
 
This theory is compared with experiment and with other
 
theories for a Mach 1.5 exhaust plume in a static ambient
 
(Pexhaut/p = 4). The eigenvalue character of the solution
 
(the triple point location being considered the eigenvalue) is
 
strikingly demonstrated by the numerical results when various
 
solutions, each for a specified triple point location, are
 
compared.
 
A brief discussion of the relationship between this and
 
other theories concludes the discussion. In particular,, it is
 
noted when the basic interaction mechanism is implicitly (if
 
partially) reflected in other theories.
 
A. The Problem
 
The basic features of the inviscid plume flow field
 
of an underexpanded nozzle are shown in Figures 12a and 12b for
 
static and supersonic ambient respectively. The expansion waves
 
from the nozzle lip reflect from the dividing constant'pressure
 
(or separating) streamline as compression waves, subsequently
 
coalescing to form the intercepting (barrel) shock. Depending
 
on the flow conditions, the intercepting shock may reflect
 
regularly at the centerline or it may terminate in a triple
 
point-Mach disc configuration, illustrated in Figure 12. Behind
 
the Mach disc is a region of subsonic flow bounded above by a
 
slip stream emanating from the triple point.
 
A complete theory which can predict the existence
 
or non-existence of the Mach disc has not been available, nor
 
has there existed a satisfactory theory for determining the
 
triple point location when the Mach disc is present, though
 
four theories (most are empirical correlations) have been
 
proposed to this end.
 
Adamson and Nicholls 0(A&N), by correlations,
 
hypothesized that on the axis the static pressure behind the
 
Mach disc equals the ambient static pressure. In one sense,
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this can be thought of as an asymptotic theory since F Pco as
 
- a,. However, it seems to be quite good a theory 
for predicting, in many instances, the first of a sequence of 
Mach discs. Eastman and Radtke 11 (E&R)proposed a completely 
empirical method for locating-the triple point. They observed 
that when they plotted the axial pressure distribution behind 
the intercepting shock, the point where the pressure has a
 
minimum correlates fairly well, in many cases, with-the triple
 
point abscissa. Although their study was for a static ambient
 
they expected it to Also apply to cases having uniform supersonic
 
free stream. Bowyer, D'Attore and Yoshihara 
12 (BDY) hypothesized
 
that the Mach disc was locally normal to the incident flow at
 
the triple point. They-then located the triple point by looking
 
for a point on the intercepting shock where the flow is consistent
 
a recent paper, Abdelhamid and Dosanij
1 3
 
with this assumption. In 

(A&D) present a theory based on the global conservation considera­
tions for sections perpendicular to the jet centerline. - The 
first three are all criteria for locating the Mach disc; they 
are not theories for determining whenas well as where'the Mach 
disc forms. By implication, one would think that the non­
existence of a point at which any of these criteria is satisfied
 
could be interpreted as meaning that the Mach disc does not exist
 
in that case. However, this view does carry some problems, the
 
most important being that in axisymmetric flow one never gets
 
regular reflection at the centerline.
 
of these theories, that of Adamson and Nicholls has the
 
most surface appeal because it has a direct connection between
 
the triple point-Mach disc and the dowistream flow. We
 
certainly expect an interaction between the triple point
 
solution and the subsonic flow downstream of the Mach disc, and,
 
in fact, the solution of our problem should basically reflect
 
on a large rather than local scale, the dynamic equilibrium
 
of the flow in this region. However, the condition that
 
immediately behind the Mach disc the pressure should equal the
 
ambient is an asymptotic type of condition (in spite of the
 
fact that it is not proposed or used asymptotically) and does
 
not a priori seem to be characteristic of the.more 'regional"
 
sort of balance which one would have in a consistent theory.
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This is 
a report of a theory which explains in detail
 
how and when a Mach disc is formed from the plume intercepting

shock and when the intercepting shock will reflect obliquely

from the centerline. 
A theory and procedure for determining the
 
location of the triple point when the Mach disc is present is
 
developed. Then, quantitative results obtained lend support to
 
the theory. 
In the final section, a few comments on the four
 
aforementioned theories add perspective.t6 the problem.
 
B. Outline of the Theory
 
1. Why Does the Mach Disc Form 
- Probably thb biggest

stumbling block in find the criterion for locating the triple

point has been the lack of understanding of why the triple point

Mach disc configuration forms. 
 The answer does not appear to be
particularly complicated. 
 In fact, the empirical correlation of
 
Eastman and Radtke reflects very strongly the physical mechanism
 
involved. 
 In what follows we will be considering two-dimensional
 
symmetric or three-dimensional axisymmetric flows.
 
Let us direct our attention to the fluid in the

exit plane of an underexpanded exhaust nozzle immersed in a
 
static ambient (Figure 12a).' The first thing felt by the exhaust
 
gas is the expansion emanating from the nozzle lip. 
These
 
expansion waves accelerate the fluid and turn it away from the
 
centerline. At any axial station, near the axis, the amount of
 
turning increases in the direction normal to 
the axis. The

expansion waves reflect off the constant pressure streamline as
 
compression waves which are propagated along right running

characteristics. The compression waves 
often are strong enough
 
to coalesce, forming the intercepting (barrel) shock. Because
 
of the strong favorable pressure gradient in front of the shock,

the pressure behind the shock decreases axially, even though the
 
strength of the shock is probably increasing. The favorable axial
 
pressure gradient, resulting from the expansion at the nozzle lip,

gradually diminishes in strength downstream. The strength of the
 
barrel shock, in turn, increases axially due to additional compression
 
waves from the constant pressure surface and, when the flow is
 
axisymmetric, to the focusing effect. 
These two effects can cause
 
the axial pressure gradient behind the shock to 
change from
 
favorable to adverse. 
When the compression waves are strong

enough (moderate to large underexpansion rati6s) the strong

adverse pressure gradient can become concentrated over very short
 
distances. 
For low to moderate underexpansion, the flow is

grossly one-dimensional. 
One can even think of it as being,
 
near the centerline, grossly constant area flow. 
A grossly

inviscid, supersonic, constant area flow will realize such a strong

positive 
-pressure change by means of a strong shock,14 
the Mach
 
disc. That is, 
the Mach disc forms when the essentially quasi­
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one-dimensional flow near the axis of the plume must realize
 
a stronq adverse pressure increase over a very short distance.
 
To put it another way, split the flow into two parts, a
 
quasirone-dimensional streamtube along the ,centerline and the
 
rest of the flow. In the favorable axial pressure gradient the
 
cross-sectional area of the centerline streamtube will increase,
 
the amount of increase being determined by the intetaction of the
 
Since it is supersonic, the
streamtube with the outer flow. 

streamtube is supercritical, and d6/dp < 0, where 6 corresponds
 
to the width (radius) of the streamtube; and there is no problem
 
associated with the interaction so long as dp/dx < 0. However,
 
as Crocco 15 points out, the supercritical centerline flow, inter­
acting with the supersonic outerflow is not able to generate an
 
adverse axial pressure gradient. Instead, the supercritical
 
streamtube will react to the required downstream pressure increase
 
by jumping to a subcritical (subsonic) state. This is accomplished,
 
in our problem, by means of a strong shock, the Mach disc.
 
2. When Does the Mach Disc Form - Now it is clear
 
why we sometimes do not get a Mach disc structure. If (in
 
two-dimensional flow) the intercepting shock is formed by a
 
relatively concentrated compression so that it approaches the
 
centerline while still in the strong part of the expansion,
 
there may be no change in the sign of dp/dx behind the shock and
 
no need for the centerline flow to change from supercritical to
 
subcritical, hence, no Mach disc. In particular, the predominance
 
of Mach disc structures (on a significant scale) in axisymmetric
 
flow is due to the axisymmetric focusing effect which tends to
 
incregse the compression so much that, even though the shock may be
 
in a strong part of the expansion fan, the compression locally
 
dominates and leads to a change in the sign of the pressure
 
gradient.
 
Thus, quantitatively, the "when" is put by the
 
theory as follows. If the flow without the Mach disc requires
 
a very large adverse axial pressure gradient, then the Mach
 
disc will form. How can one-determine what "large" means here?
 
If a solution is possible without a Mach disc, it will not form.
 
That is, if regular reflection with completely supersonic flow
 
is possible at the point where the intercepting shock intersects
 
the axis, there will be no Mach disc. If regular reflection is
 
not possible, we understand that such a large pressure increase
 
is required that it must be achieved with a stronger (than weak­
oblique) shock, the Mach disc. In axisymmetric flow, focusing
 
has the effect of concentrating the compressions so that a very
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large adverse pressure gradient is always induced prior to
 
the point where the intercepting shock intersects.the axis*.
 
3. Where Does-the Mach Disc Form - The last
 
part of the theory is an explanation of the mechanism by which
 
the triple point-Mach disc location is set. This condition
 
reflects quantitatively the interaction between the subsonic
 
gore and supersonic outer flow downstream of the Mach disc. The
 
condition is that the triple point location is determined by
 
the requirement that the centerline flow, which is subsonic just
 
downstream "throat-like" region where the flow becomes supersonic.
 
That is, singularities are not accepted in this region. In the
 
quasi-one-dimensional approximation, which is the only case
 
considered here, the streamtube cross-sectional area will have a
 
minimum there.
 
In order to clearly see this interaction and how
 
it determines the triple point location, it is helpful to strip
 
the flow to its very barest skeleton. The heart of the resulting
 
model, as of the actual phenomenon, is the quasi-one-dimensionality
 
of the flow near the axis. This means that, even though the flow
 
just behind the Mach disc is subsonic, the steady problem is still
 
properly formulated as an initial value problem**with the triple
 
point location as a parameter. So, starting at the exhaust plane
 
if the triple point were given, the entire flow field can be
 
determined, at least conceptually. The solution procedure can be
 
outlined by referring to Figure 12. The entire flow up to the
 
triple point is obviously determined once the exhaust and ambient
 
conditions have been specified. With the triple point location
 
specified, the solution of the shock configuration there can be
 
determined by a straight forward computation. The initial slope
 
of the contact discontinuity would be one result of the triple
 
point computation. The flow downstream of the triple point can
 
then be determined by
 
1) computing the supersonic region (by the method of 
characteristics,say); 
2) computing the subsonic flow using a steady quasi-one­
dimensional model; 
3) matching 1) and 2) along the contact discontinuity. 
thus locally determining the axial-pressure gradient. 
*However, this phenomenon may be localized enough so that on a
 
micro scale regular reflection is (apparently) acceptable.
 
k*This is not to say that there are not regions of severe
 
numerical difficulties of boundary value type, as we shall see.
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As one proceeds downstream with this calculation,
 
the core flow streamtube will tend to become subsonic.*
 
By assuming a triple point location, the triple point-Mach
 
disc solution can be obtained and used as initial conditions for
 
a solution of the interaction problem downstream. In general,
 
the resulting initial value problem will not possess a consistent
 
smooth solution. The pressure gradient generated will tend to
 
either -- o, with - 1 simultaneously with (dy/dX)edge o**. 
Only for one value of the triple point location will (dp/dx)K 
remain finite while 4 - 1 as dy/dx - 0 in a throat-like region. 
That is, the throat-like region is a saddle point type singularity
 
depending on the triple point location as a parameter.
 
Now suppose that the location of the triple point is not
 
specified and one wants to determine it. How can we settle on
 
the correct solution?
 
* If - remains subsonic as x o, we must conclude that a com­
pletelQ inviscid theory is inadequate. In addition, there is no
 
doubt that when the centerline streamtube flow goes sonic at
 
some station, xs , it will be numerically difficult,if not
 
impossible, to match along the slip line in the immediate
 
vicinity of x s . But this is a numerical problem and does not
 
mean that the model (i.e., quasi-one-dimensional core streamtube,
 
inviscid flow) is inadequate. For instance, a similar problem
 
arises when one attempts to determine the streamtube pressure
 
distribution by integrating the quasi-one-dimensional equation
 
through a sonic throat with the area specified.
 
** Actually, one will probably not see in a numerical solution of 
the. first case, dp/dx - o since the admissable solutions have
 
a very small increase in pressure (streamtube is subsonic).
 
However, the behavior of (dy/dx)slip line confirms the tendency
 
for dp/dx to become unbounded.
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The triple point location can be considered to be a
 
parameter of the inviscid solution for the plume flow field.
 
The value of the parameter is then determined by the requirement
 
that the subsonic centerline flow downstream of the Mach disc
 
pass smoothly through the throat-like region.­
4. Synopsis of the Theory - At this point a
 
synopsis of the theory is helpful to identify the essential
 
ingredients and clarify their respective roles..
 
Why Does the Mach Disc Form?
 
1) 	 Expansion of the central region of the
 
exhaust plume.
 
2) 	 Compression waves form intercepting shock.
 
3) 	 Splitting of plume into core and outer regions,.
 
4) 	 Compression overcomes expansion leading to
 
large adverse pressure gradient which causes
 
supersonic core to go subcritical via Mach
 
disc.
 
When 	Does the Mach Disc Form?
 
5) 	 When solution with regular reflection does
 
not exist; that is, when the compression is
 
strong enough to create very large adverse
 
axial pressure gradient.
 
Where Does the Mach Disc Form?
 
6) 	 Triple point location determined by requirement 
that the flow is the subsonic core just 
downstream of Mach disc pass smoothly through 
a singular throat-like region, thereby becoming 
supersonic.
 
C. 	 Verification of the Theory and Comparison With
 
Other Theories
 
In this section the third part of the theory (how the
 
triple point is located when there is a Mach disc) is verified
 
by a computational example which illustrates quite well the
 
singular behavior of the solution in the throat region and the
 
eigenvalue character of the theory. A series of computations have
 
been made, each having a different value for xT.P the triple
 
point abscissa. An analysis of the behavior of the streamtube
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solution downstream of xT.p. as a function of xT.p. comprises
 
the quantitative support of the theory. The example chosen has
 
been determined primarily by the requirements of available
 
computer programs and the desire to compare with experiment.
 
The conditions for this example are:
 
perfect gas, inviscid, constant specific heat
 
ratio, y = 1.4;
 
static ambient;
 
1.5;
parallel flow at jet exhaust plane, Mach ­
underexpansion ratio pj/p = 4.0; 
axisymmetric.
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This case, one of those reported by Love, et al., has a Mach
 
disc diameter comparable to the nozzle exit diameter, so the
 
interaction should be strong enough and on a large enough scale
 
so that-we can feel confident that numerics will not cloud the
 
issue, though they can moderately effect the quantitative results.
 
In the following computation, it appears that numerics has
 
affected the results quantitatively to no more than a few percent
 
and qualitatively not at all.
 
One note of caution is in order here. The quantitative
 
results of these computations depend on things like mesh size,
 
interpolation schemes, computer program organization, etc.
 
For orientation purposes only, the computational procedure is
 
outlined here. Additional details are given in Appendix A.
 
A given computation requires the specification of
 
initial data (i.e., conditions at exhaust plane:
 
pressure, flow direction, etc.),
 
Yj, the exhaust specific heat ratio,
 
P*D the ambient pressure,
 
xT.p./r the triple point abscissa dividend
 
by the-exhaust radius,
 
computer program controls (e.g., mesh size).
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The supersonic portions of the flow field are computed by the
 
method of characteristics. The intercepting shock is detected
 
when two right running characteristics coalesce, the determina­
tion of its shape and strength being subsequently part of the
 
flow field computation. When the abscissa of the intercepting
 
shock reaches the value specified for the triple point, a triple
 
point solution is generated. Then the computation continues,
 
including the solution of the subsonic quasi-one-dimensional
 
flow downstream of the Mach disc. The centerline pressure
 
gradient and the shape of the slip line downstream of the
 
triple point are determined by the interaction between the
 
subsonic inner flow and the supersonic outer flow (see Appendix A).
 
If the specified triple point abscissa is appreciably less
 
than the solution, the pressure behind the Mach disc there
 
will be too high and the contact discontinuity will make too
 
great an angle with the axis to be consistent with the down­
stream throat condition. With a relatively large ()S.S"
 
we will have (for a smooth solution) the area of the streamtube
 
increasing appreciably. The result is that the downstream
 
pressure will increase, tending to stagnate the flow inthe
 
streamtube, in this case an unacceptable solution. Similarly,
 
the pressure will be too low and 0 S too small (algebraicably)
 
if the specified triple point abscissae is too large. Then, with
 
9 S significantly negative, a strong favorable downstream
 
pressure gradient will be generated, accelerating the streamtube 
to sonic velocities as GS.S. - - m . Actually, the situation 
is not so simple since near the correct triple point abscissae
 
neither case will quickly prevail, and the "branch" we are on
 
will not become evident until the pressure gradient actually
 
begins to increase or decrease catastrophically (in the first case
 
this is evident by the catastrophic increase in 0S.S. Consider
 
the results.
 
The axial variation in core streamtube Mach number (Figure 13)
 
clearly shows the two branches depending on whether the assumed
 
value for xT.p. is greater than or less than the solution. In
 
particular, notice the "peaking" of the stagnation branch as the
 
parameter XT.p. approaches the solution.
 
One of the most revealing figures is a plot of (dy/dx)
 
vs 1 (Figure 14). The saddle point behavior'is quite evideA
 
particularly in the tendency of dO(M)/dM to become discontinuous
 
at 0=0 as M=l is approached on the stagnating branch. Notice
 
the convergent-divergent character of that branch when the figure
 
is rotated 900 clockwise. It is clear from these two figures
 
that, within the accuracy of these computations, this theory
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brackets xT /r. between 4.79788 and 4.8*. This is good
 
agreement wlf t~e experimental result of Love, et al which placed
 
the Mach disc on the axis of x/rj = 4.9.
 
A wealth of information is contained in Figure 15, which
 
conveys the important pressure histories, namely
 
a) 	 the ambient pressure,
 
b) 	 the centerline pressure in the absence of a Mach disc,
 
c) 	 the pressure immediately behind a normal sh6ck on the
 
axis (important in the theory of Adamson and Nicholls),
 
d) 	 the pressure behind the intercepting shock in the
 
absence of-a triple point Mach disc (important in the
 
theory of Eastman and Radtke),
 
e) 	 the ,pressure immediately behind the downstream of
 
the triple point for each of the values of xT.p./rj
 
actually computed,
 
f) 	 the predictions of A & N, E & R, BDY and the present
 
theory.
 
Again, the two branches can be seen, though less clearly since
 
the behavior of p(x) on the "stagnating branch" is not at all
 
spectacular, as in the "accelerating branch".
 
One of the most striking observations to be made is the
 
fact that the pressure immediately behind the strong shock
 
at the triple point is, within quite a good tolerance, equal
 
to the pressure behind the normal shock on the axis. This
 
correspondence is even closer, in this case, if one considers
 
the Mach disc to be slightly curved toward the exhaust plane
 
as one proceeds away from the axis. This poijts to the possi­
bility that the pressure behind the Mach disc is essentially
 
constant, and this matter should be investigated further
 
(see 	also Ref. 12).
 
The predictions of the theories of Adamson and Nicholls
 
and of Eastman and Radtke canbe easily extracted from Figure 15.
 
A plot of the angle between the incident flow and the strong
 
shock branch of the triple point solution vs. the assumed value
 
of 	xT.p./rj (Figure 16) yields the predictions for xT.P./r j
 
* 	 One could, of course, continue indefinitely to narrow down 
this range, being only limited by storage and accuracy of 
the computerfinancial resources, and patience. 
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according to Bowyer, D'Attorre and Yoshihara. Note the
 
appearance of the curve in Figure 16, the well defined slope
 
of (0 Mach disc-0 flow) vs xT p./r j .
 
In this theory, the solution can be pinpontec jDy
 
considering how close we came to passing through the "throat"
 
for each assumed value of the triple point location. On the 
stagnating branch, the quantity (l-( )max measures closeness 
well, while on the accelerating branci, the value of the slip­
stream slope, (dy/dx)s.s where M =,l, is appropriate. These
 
two curves strikingly point to the value of xT p (Figure 17).
 
The predictions of four of the theories are compared with
 
each other and with experiment in Figure 18. Because of
 
uncertainties in reading data and estimated inaccuracies in the
 
computations, a band is included on each side of the predicted
 
values in order to try and compensate for quantitative uncertainties
 
which the theories should not be required to-suffer. Neglecting
 
possible inaccuracies in the computation, the maximum difference
 
between two theories is about 20%,which is not so terrible
 
considering that three of the theories are essentially
 
semiempirical. The theory for XT.p. of this report agrees, in
 
this case, to within almost 1% of the experimental value of
 
(xMach disc)
 
Finally, the computed flow field structure for xT .P . /r.
 
4.79788 and 4.7 again show the two branches of the eigenvalue
 
problem (Figure 19) with xT.P./rj = 4.79788 being almost right
 
on the solution.
 
D. Discussion of Other Theories
 
Since this is the fifth in a series of theories* for
 
solving the triple point-Mach disc problem, a discussion and
 
comparison between some of these theories is certainly in order. 
The rule of Eastman and Radtke ties.in the triple point
 
location with what would be the adverse downstream axial pressure
 
gradient if there were no triple point. In this respect it
 
reflects the physical interaction actually occurring and which is
 
qualitatively and quantitatively included in the present theory.
 
*Though I consider the theories of Eastman and Radtke and of
 
Bowyer, D'Attoree, and Yoshihara to be empirical "rules of thumb"
 
(or hypotheses) (which could be elevated to the theory status)
 
since they were proposed without reasons or explanations of why they
 
work or why they should be expected to work.
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Eastman and Radtke do not have the possibility of saying when
 
the triple point does or does not exist, except that one must
 
assume that the absence of a pressure minimum prior to the inter­
section of the intercepting shock with the centerline would
 
imply regular reflection there. However, one must expect to
 
encounter the situation in which the centerline flow and inter­
cepting shock do not then admit to regular reflection, in which case
 
the rule of E & R would fail completely. A & D state that in two
 
dimensional flow E & R will always fail because there is no
 
pressure minimum. This statement seems to depend on the exhaust
 
flow being uniform and parallel, and it appears that it is not
 
generally true. For example, non-uniform exhaust flow could
 
an adverse axial pressure gradient downstream.
easily lead to 

With the help of Figure 15 we can understand why the 
apparently asymptotic conditions (p. poo ash - co) of A & N-
Note that, for the case
works on a non-asymptotic interaction, 

computed, the curve showing the pressure behind a normal shock
 
on the centerline has a significant negative slope and that,
 
near the triple point-Mach disc abscissa, the pressures behind
 
- p o . In Figure 19, note that forthe normal shock are near 

xT P /r. = 4.8 the leading, i ht characteristic from the expansion
 
where te reflected shock intersects the constant pressure
 
(from the triple point) at
boundary intersects the slip stream 

about x/r*=7.2. Since the flow is subsonic behind the Mach
 
disc (M - 0.35), there is no possibility of having a significant
 
increase in p without having reversed flow there(we rule this
 
So, with the large negative
out from experimental results). 

gradient ofSN.S.*(s-) , it is easy to get a downstream limit of
 
p., since w expect to have -. p within reasonably short
 xT 
 too short, (%)N.S
In the same way, for xTp
distances. 

a continual
is appreciably higher than pom' in a region where there is 

feeding of compression waves from the reflected expansion waves.
 
This would result in centerline pressures appreciably greater
 
than p O something which is unreasonable in the current
 
configuration since the compressions result from reflected
 
expansions from a boundary with p = PoD" Thus, A & N's semi­
empirical theory gives relatively good results because,
 
locally, behind the Mach disc the pressure cannot differ by
 
large amounts with its asymptotic value and the large negative
 
slope of (1)N S delimits a small interval within which the
 
Mach disc must be found.
 
The motivation for A & D's theory seems to be the maximum
 
mass-flow-rate criterion of quasi-one-dimensional stream-tube
 
theory, that for a fixed stagnation condition there is a minimum
 
* N.S. means normal shock 
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cross-sectional area where the mass flow rate is a maximum
 
and the velocity-is sonic. This fact seems to have been
 
carried over to the plume problem. In order to fit it into
 
the present discussion, it is necessary to outline the theory.
 
Consider a uniform underexpanded sonic jet exhausting into
 
a quiescent environment. Since the flow is sonic and uniform
 
there, the exhaust mass-flow rate is the maximum allowable for the
 
implied stagnation conditions. The free boundary streamline has a
 
barrel shape, Figure 20, which, if there were no shocks, one
 
might at first sight extend as in Figure 21. Treating the flow
 
as quasi-one-dimensional, the minimum allowable area with
 
supersonic flow could occur at xj where Al=AEp=A*, since the

, 

flow is sonic at the exhaust plane. They then theorized that an
 
intercepting-shok-Mach disc was necessary earlier than x1
 
in order to allow the reflected shock to strikethe free
 
boundary, turning it away from its disastrous journey toward
 
the centerline.
 
The Mach disc location is then supposedly determined from
 
global conservation considerations. One assumes an abscissa for
 
the Mach disc and computes the flow upstream of the Mach-disc­
reflected shock (area to the left of ABC, Figure 22). At this
 
point there is a merging of theory and computational procedure.
 
Apparently, the axial mass flow component across BC is
 
assigned to the cross-sectional area CD and the axial component
 
across AB to the area DE; then the sum of the two is the mass
 
flow across CE. A sequence of such computations is made for
 
different Mach disc locations, and not surprisingly, different
 
sums are obtained for the mass-flow across the various sections.
 
Call these sums Wi where i corresponds to the ith assumed
 , 

value, xi , of the Mach disc abscissa. Finally, a point of
 
W(xi)/W* is made, where W* is the mass-flow for the sonic
 
exhaust, which'appears as in Figure 23, and the Mach disc
 
location corresponds to W(xi)/W* = 1.0.
 
The important point here is that there is a mixing of theory
 
and computational procedure to arrive at the condition in Figure
 
23. Actually, if the above approximations were not made in
 
obtaining the mass-flow across CE, (i.e., if the solution procedure
 
had no approximations), a different curve for W(xi)/W* would
 
have been obtained, and it would have looked like Figure 24. In
 
fact, such a curve could easily be constructed from the present
 
results. In this figure, there would be a maximum xi = Ximax
 
such that for*x 'x i the "accelerating branch" will
 1' i max
 
lead to sonic core flow (without the throat condition being
 
satisfied) prior to reaching the abscissa where the'reflected
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VII. EVALUATION OF METHODS TO COMPUTE THE TRANSONIC INVISCID
 
FLOW IN AN UNDEREXPANDED PLUME 
The analytical and numerical solution of steady, inviscid,. 
mixed (i.e., subsonic-transonic-supersonic) flows has been one
 
of the most difficult problem areas in theoretical fluid
 
mechanics. The Euler equations for steady flow change from
 
elliptic to hyperbolic when the Mach number increases from less
 
than to greater than the sonic velocity. Thus, the subsonic
 
region is characterized by boundary-value problem formulations
 
(cf. Laplace's equation) while initial-value problem formula­
tions (cf. wave equation) typify supersonic flows. The type of
 
data to be specified for a well set problem differs in the two
 
cases (cf. Dirichlet or Newmann conditions for Laplace's equation,
 
Cauchy conditions for the wave equation). Prior to obtaining the
 
solution to mixed flow problems, the boundary separating the
 
boundary-value and initial-value regions is not known so that
 
there is a fundamental problem, which has not yet been solved,
 
in setting up the proper initial value-boundary value
 
formulation to solve a well set mixed flow problem.
 
Fortunately, these difficulties have not deterred
 
scientists and engineers from gathering their courage and
 
plunging into this theoretical (and experimental) morass.
 
Basic studies of approximate mathematical models of the complete
 
equations have increased our understanding while sometimes
 
providing analytical tools for the solution of model problems.
 
Numerical techniques for solving the complete equations have
 
been developed, though they usually are characterized by
 
significant analytical and/or numerical difficulties.
 
The purpose of this study is to select a numerical method
 
for the solution of the two-dimensional mixed flow downstream
 
of the Mach disc in an underexpanded exhaust plume. Three
 
approaches will be considered: integral relations,17,
1 8
,19,20
 
relaxation 17,20, and time dependent1 7 ,2 3 . The selection will
 
be made on the basis of a weighted qualitative evaluation of
 
the relative merits of each approach with respect to certain
 
important critiera.
 
A. 'Considerations
 
The considerations on which the selection is to be
 
made fall into four groupings: convenience, accuracy, analytical
 
and numerical difficulties, and adaptability to the basic problem,
 
_V _
 
the solution of the mixed flow downstream of the Mach disc in
 
an underexpanded plume. In this section, the meaning and impor­
tance of this grouping and the basis for the evaluation are
 
given.
 
i. Convenience - A numerical technique is
 
convenient if: (1) the analysis is not too complex, (2) it is
 
easily translated into a computer program, when necessary, and
 
(3), the computer program: a) is reliable and easy to use,
 
b) does not require unacceptable computing times, and c) does
 
storage require­not have unacceptably large high speed access 

ments.
 
A few remarks about each of these points are in order.
 
Items 1) and 2) are important because, though the resulting
 
computer program may be acceptable with respect to item 3),
 
too complex an analysis of excessive difficulty translating it
 
into a computer code may mean that the initial analysis and
 
computer code development cost is too great to justify their
 
pursuit. One part of this consideration is well known to any­
familiar with computer programs; the errorless translation
one 

of complex analysis into a computer program can require
 
considerable effort and expense.
 
A computer code is easy to use if a user (other than the
 
developer) can use it to obtain information he thinks it should
 
supply without becoming frustrated before receiving the answers.
 
Of course, a good user's manual, consistent input, etc., all
 
contribute to this quality, but these aspects are not part of
 
our considerations. Rather, sometimes analyses lead to
 
computer codes which are basically difficult to use. For
 
instance, if the numerical solution is sensitive to small changes
 
or inconsistencies in the input data, the tool can soon become
 
a source of frustration rather than answers. Another item
 
in this vein is that the computer code must be reliable.
 
The acceptability of computational times is difficult
 
to concretize,, for it depends on the problem, the computer,
 
and the user. But, for our purposes it is easy to establish
 
one measure of acceptability, because our problem is part of a
 
larger one. Therefore, any solution is certainly acceptable
 
if its computing time requirements are about the same astor
 
less than those of the solution for the rest of the plume.
 
'
 That'is not to say , of course, that it cannot be more,
 
for sometimes it is acceptable to have the solution of one part
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of a problem contributing substantially mord than its
 
"fair share" to computing costs.
 
Finally, the computer code must not require unacceptably
 
large high speed access storage program.- This requirement'is'
 
rapidly diminishing in importance as larger, faster computers
 
are beincr introduced.
 
2. Accuracy - Each of the approaches is potentially
 
exact in the sense that sufficient monetary and computer re­
sources will permit one to obtain a solution within any given
 
tolerance. But our machines and, pocket books are limited, and
 
the important question here is, "lcan I get the required accuracy
 
within current computer capabilities and, if so, at what
 
expense?".
 
3. Analytical and Numerical Difficulties - As
 
pointed out in the first section, there are fundamental formu­
lation and solution problems associated with transonic flows.
 
The question is, how do they affect and how are they reflected
 
in the three approaches? For example, numerical and analytical
 
problems along a singular line are characteristic of the
 
solution of transonic flows by the method of integral relations.
 
Their effect, if any, on computer code development, accuracy,
 
reliability, flexibility, etc., is an important factor in this
 
evaluation.
 
4. Adaptability to the Problem is the most
 
important consideration. We are looking for an accurate
 
numerical solution of the transonic region in an underexpanded
 
plume, and this solution must fit in as a part, a sub-program,
 
of a solution for the entire plume flow field. Considerations
 
which may restrict or prevent an approach from taking its
 
position as one part of the whole are of highest importance.
 
Flexibility is also very important; if one approach is
 
considerably more flexible in this respect, it must be
 
considered to have a distinct advantage over the others.
 
These, then, are the most important
 
considerations in this evaluation. They are not of equal weight,
 
but complete failure with respect to any of them would eliminate
 
a contending approach from the competition.
 
B. 	 Discussion of the Qualities of the Three Approaches
 
with Respect to the Four Criteria and the Evaluation
 
Rather than order this discussion with respect to the
 
four criteria, it is preferable to discuss, in turn, the
 
important merits and demerits of each approach. While making
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somewhat more difficult the comparison with respect to any one
 
of the criteria, this will provide a much better overall view
 
of the fitness of each of the approaches. Also, it permits the
 
elimination somewhat quickly of those considerations which are
 
not as important as others.
 
For instance, computing time is not a particularly important
 
item in the comparison because, grossly, each of the approaches
 
results in typical computing times on the order of a few minutes
 
or less on an IBM 360/75 or a UNIVAC 1108 computer (inviscid,
 
perfect gas). These times are not as short as one could like,
 
but they also are not unacceptably long, particularly when we
 
consider increased speed of computers like the CDC-6600 and
 
machines we may expect in the next few years. These times can
 
vary appreciably depending on the accuracy desired. The
 
important point is that none of the approaches appears to have
 
a significant advantage in computing speed.
 
As far as storage requirements, the method of integral
 
relations should have a distinct advantage, for one usually can
 
retain good accuracy with very few strips (at least when the
 
flow is in chemical equilibrium, this is not true for the non­
equilibrium case, and there the method of integral relations
 
has a distinct shortcoming). However, as previously mentioned,
 
this is not one of the more important considerations since we
 
seem to have reached the point where several machines (systems,
 
if you prefer) having almost unlimited .(for practical purposes)
 
storage are now or soon.will be available.
 
Accuracy is 'also not a consideration which can quickly
 
eliminate any of the three approaches, 'for they all can provide
 
sufficiently accurate results. However, two important con­
siderations do arise here. It seems that it is a fairly com­
plicated process (algebraically) to set up a-relaxation scheme
 
which is second order accurate in the mesh size, so that re­
laxation procedures will probably usually involve first order
 
schemes. This is not true for unsteady methods, which can
 
be thought of as relaxation procedures, where a number of
 
relatively simple second order accurate differencing schemes
 
are available. Experience has shown that usually the in­
creased number of operations per step in a second order
 
scheme is.more than offset by the greater accuracy, so that for
 
a given required accuracy the second order scheme is more
 
economical than a first order scheme with a finer mesh (requires
 
less computing time and computer storage). Thus, we can expect
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a second order accurate unsteady method to-usually be more
 
economical than a first order accurate relaxation scheme. Also,
 
both the relaxation and unsteady methods provide a very
 
convenient mechanism for increasing accuracy, just decrease
 
the mesh size. Though it may be possibleto set up a generalized

method of integral relations for an arbitrary number of strips,
 
it is probably a fairly complicated process, certainly in
 
comparison with the easy mesh size control for the other two
 
approaches. So we can expect more inconvenience varying
 
accuracy with the method of integral relations.
 
In order to facilitate the discussion of the rest of the
 
considerations for the three approaches, 
a slight modeling of
 
the problem is helpful. In Figure 25, the solution up to and
 
including the triple point - Mach disc is assumed known, and the
 
solution of the flow downstream thereof is sought. There must
 
be a matching along the slip stream between the subsonic-tran
 
sonic inner flow and the supersonic outer flow. In order to
 
discuss the relative merits of the three approaches, first
 
consider the matching to be done sequentially, so that the solution
 
will be obtained by iterating between the inner and outer regions.
 
At any step in the iteration, the b6undary, including the
 
slip stream shape, of the transonic region is fixed and known.
 
Then we must solve for the flow in the shaded region of
 
Figure 25. -
Referring to Figure 26, initial data along the line AB would be
 
supplied from the solution of the flow upstream of and up to the
 
triple point-Mach disc. of course, some assumptions about the Mach
 
disc shape would be required (once the triple point location has
 
been specified) in order to obtain the state of the flow on AB. 
As
 
already noted, the slip stream shape, BC, is specified. As
 
modeled, the solution of the region ABCD is just the same as
 
that for a finite length convergent-divergent axisymmetric
 
deLaval nozzle and experience gained on the nozzle problem can
 
be used in the current evaluation. So, temporarily the
 
discussion is directed toward the solution of the flow in 
a
 
two-dimensional or axisymmetrical convergent-divergent nozzle.
 
A discussion of the merits and shortcomings of the three
 
approaches with respect to this problem will help to place some
 
later comments in perspective.
 
Relaxation techniques have been around a long time and used
 
to be one of the most commonly used tools of the-analyst needing
 
numerical results for complicated physical problems. Depending
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on the relaxation procedure, the analyses and their translation
 
to computer programs usually can be accomplished without
 
insurmountable trouble, but sometimes at the expense of very
 
inefficient relaxation procedures. The basic difficulty is that
 
efficient relaxation procedures require judgement during the
 
relaxation process, and simple algorithms are usually not
 
efficient. For this problem one can expect to be able to
 
make decent computer programs without particularly trying
 
analytical or numerical difficulties. The boundary conditions
 
on the walls and exit plane can, however, be a source of
 
trouble, or at least of inaccuracies, since they basically
 
involve the specification of combinations of derivatives
 
or a derivative and the value of the function, the parts of
 
which must be determined during the course of the computation
 
(the flow need not be irrotational).
 
The main shortcomings of relaxation techniques are:
 
second order accurate relaxation schemes can
 
be quite complicated and impractical on a
 
digital computer,
 
first order accurate schemes will probably
 
require quite small mesh sizes leading to
 
long computing times for acceptable accuracy,
 
the boundary conditions on the nozzle wall
 
(slip stream) can be a source of numerical
 
trouble and inaccuracies.
 
In the past fifteen years the Method of Integral relations
 
has been one of the most actively developed techniques for the
 
numerical solution of complicated fluid mechanical problems. It
 
has been established as a very powerful tool in a wide variety
 
of problems (e.g., boundary layer, blunt body, subsonic and
 
transonic nozzle flows, pointed cone at angle of attack, etc.).
 
Depending on the problem and the accuracy desired, the
 
resulting analysis can be simple or complicated (algebraically,
 
that is). Though it may be possible to construct a general
 
computational algorithm for an arbitrary number of strips it
 
appears that existing analyses and computer programs are invariably
 
restricted to one approximation (i.e., the number of strips is
 
fixed). When such a procedure is followed, one does not have
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much flexibility in improving the accuracy if the available
 
computer code is not accurate enough. However; this is not in
 
itself-4n overpowering'shortcoming, for'the method of integral
 
relation has been shown to yield quite accurate results with
 
very few strips at least for inviscid chemically inert flows,
 
(Ref. 18).
 
- A more :serious shortcoming of the*.method -has to do with the 
singular behavior of the resulting ordinary differential equations 
(Ref. 17, 19, 21, 22) in the transonic region, This behavior,
 
which-often does not receive the attention ft-deserves, reflects
 
the fact the method of integral relations essentially replaces
 
an elliptic partial differential equations with a two point
 
boundary value problem for a'system of ordinary differential
 
equations, the latter to be solved iteratively as an initial
 
value problem by the "shooting" method. The result is that
 
procedural -problems accompanying the solution of'mixed'*fow
 
problems by the Method -of Integral Relations are basic to the
 
formulation and, hence, are likely to remain as sources of
 
problems in-the development of a computer code.
 
In addition, looking ahead to the inclusion of finite rate
 
chemical effects, the method of integral relations would require
 
a very arge number of strips in-order to provide needed accuracy
 
-when-the mass fraition profiles are non-mohotonic.
 
In the past few years the use of the unsteady time
 
dependent approach, for the solution of-steady mixed flow
 
problems has become quite popular. The basic motivation is
 
simple 'and can be readily schematized: 
the mixed flows considered have large subsonic
 
regions where the steady Euler equations are
 
elliptic,
 
elliptic partial,dif-ferential equations'are,
 
characteristic of boundary value prob-lems,
 
boundary- va'u e-problems are difficult to' solve, 
mixed (elliptic-hyperbolic) problems are even
 
more difficult to solve,
 
initial value problems-are as a class; easier
 
to solve,
 
initial value formulations characterize
 
unsteady flows, whether the flow be subsonic,
 
transonic, or supersonic,
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if we consider the steady flow solution to be the
 
time-asymptotic limit of an unsteady flow, the
 
steady mixed-flow problem can be obtained by
 
solving an initial value problem (and that is
 
comparatively easy),
 
the time asymptotic solution is reached relatively
 
quickly in many cases.
 
There are two particularly appealing aspects of the
 
unsteady approach; 1) it always leads to initial value problems,
 
whether the steady problem is of boundary value or initial
 
value type, and 2) there is a connection between the steady
 
solution sought and an implied transient. Usually, it is
 
possible to identify the transient with an actual physical process,
 
the approach is even more appealing.
 
The experience with this approach on the blunt body problem
 
has been quite impressive 23,24 and would lead one to believe
 
that it would also be well suited to the nozzle problem.
 
However, it seems that some investigators working on this
 
problem have encountered unexpected and at first sight anyway,
 
inexplicable numerical difficulties 25,6 These numerical
 
problems usually appeared in the latter stages of a computation
 
as the solution should have been tending toward a steady state.
 
Apparently the solution usually "blew up" with much the same
 
characteristics associated with numerical instability. This is
 
particularly-upsetting because the time dependent approach
 
should be well suited to this problem. In particular, the
 
technique for computing wall points as given by Moretti and
 
Abbett 23 should yield quite accurate solutions at and near the

wall (i.e., at the slip stream).
 
This background discussion on the merits and demerits of the
 
three approaches does not point conclusively to any of them as
 
being markedly superior, at least with respect to the flow in a
 
two-dimensional deLaval nozzle. However, we have not as yet
 
given due attention to the adaptability of the methods to the
 
problem of the flow downstream of the Mach disc when the triple
 
point location has been specified. The solution of this problem
 
will involve an iteration between the inner subsonic-transonic
 
and the outer supersonic flows, and the shape of the slip stream
 
is one of'the unknowns. It is easy to see that if the iteration
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is performed as a sequence of steady problems, the solution
 
will be a formidable problem indeed. However, the unsteady
 
approach provides a very-handy; natural mechanism with which
 
to achieve this solution, namely, iterating in time as
 
illustrated in the following figures and discussion.
 
First, a solution for the supersonic flow is obtained
 
neglecting the triple point-Mach disc-reflected shock
 
structure (Figure 27a). (The purpose of continuing the
 
solution of the intercepting shock beyond the specified triple
 
point abscissa will be evident momentarily.) Then a.triple
 
point solution is generated at the specified xT I ise., the
 
shape of the Mach disc is-assumed, the flow immeiately behind
 
the Mach disc is obtained, a first guess at the slip stream shape
 
is made, and the corresponding reflected shock is computed (Figure 27b).
 
Also indicated in Figure 27b,is (by cross hatching) the region of
 
overlapping supersonic flow computed by continuing the intercepting
 
shock downstream of xT . (In Figure'27b,CD is a right running
 
"limiting characteristicr of the subsonic region.) Now, the 
"iteration" via the unsteady approach can be,achieved by
 
computing the entire region ABCDEA as'a time dependent flow, the
 
solution to the steady problem-being obtained when'the unsteady

flow becomes steady. In the actual solution procedure, the slip
 
stream ED, would divide the flow into two separate computational
 
regions, ABDEA and BCDB. Both the reflected shock, BC, and the
 
slip stream, BD, would move during the unsteady phase of the
 
computation;,thus the iteration is _ 
eally replaced by a relaxation
 
in time of the entire region ABCDEA.
 
The power of this,approach over the others is evident;
 
the time dependency provides a,natural mechanism for relaxing
 
to the final, steady solution. Neither of the other two
 
approaches provides such a conceptually convenient means of
 
obtaining the slip stream shape.
 
The above discussion is based upon a priori knowledge of
 
the triple point location. This could be specified using the
 
empirical criteria discussed in Section VI. However, as
 
described in Section VI, 
the Mach disc and downstream transonic
 
flow are coupled and a theory was presented which has the
 
potential of eliminating the empiricism. Te unsteady, 'relaxation"
 
technique discussed above could be employed in-this theory.
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Thus, the triple point location, YV.p. and the Mach disc shape could
 
be determined simultaneously by allowing the triple point-strong shock
 
also to move during the unsteady process. However, since the added
 
computational effort and problems can be expected to be significant,
 
we will concentrate on the original problem with xT p and the Mach
 
disc shape specified and on the model problem, the two-dimensional
 
deLaval nozzle. The theory of Section VI will be reserved for future
 
development steps.
 
There is an additional numerical problem area which did
 
not become evident until late .in this study. The expansion
 
emanating from the intersection of the reflected shock with
 
the constant pressure boundary (point C in Figure 27) "covers"
 
part of the transonic region in at least-some cases and probably
 
in all (Section VI), and thus must be included in the computational
 
region no matter which approach is used. This is, of course,
 
only a source of numerical aggravation, but it must be considered
 
no matter how the solution procedure is set up.
 
Now that the attributes of the three approaches have been
 
discussed, a summing up, an evaluation can be made. In fact,
 
the conclusions is.rather obvious. In most areas none of the.
 
three approaches has an overpowering advantage, except that the,
 
time dependent approach is far ahead as far as flexibility and
 
adaptability to the problem so it appears to be the best choice.
 
As already mentioned, previous investigators have encountered
 
inexplicable numerical difficulties in attempting to compute the
 
flow in a two-dimensional deLaval nozzle by using the unsteady
 
approach with the Lax-Wendroff differencing procedure. Since
 
both the approach and that differencing procedure have been shown
 
to be admirably applicable to transonic-flows,.it is unlikely
 
that these difficulties are insurmountable. Therefore, since
 
this approach appears to be the most promising in the long run, a
 
study of this problem is in order to determine whether or not
 
there are basic, insurmountable problems associated with time
 
dependent solutions of two-dimensional transonic deLaval nozzle
 
flows.
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VIII. SOLUTION OF. THE STEADY FLOW IN A TWO-DIMENSIONAL DELAVAL
 
NOZZLE AS THE ASYMPTOTIC LIMIT OF AN UNSTEADY FLOW
 
A. Introduction
 
The steady subsonic-supersonic inviscid flow in a two­
dimensional converging-diverging deLaval nozzle exhibits all the
 
basic idiosyncracies of mixed flows. 
 The subsonic flow, where
 
the Euler equations are elliptic, is correctly set as a boundary
 
value problem, but without the solution one does not know the
 
shape of or boundary conditions on part of the boundary (the

sonic line, say). 
 On the other hand, the hyperbolic nature
 
of the Euler equations in the supersonic region leads to
 
initial value formulations downstream of the limiting characteristic
 
line. 
 (The data on any initial line in the supersonic region

depends, of course, on the solution of the upstream flow.) 
 The
 
extreme mathematical difficulties connected with such mixed flow
 
problems have hindered their solution, particularly solutions
 
of direct problems when the entrance flow and the nozzle
 
geometry are specified. In this report a numerical procedure
 
for obtaining the solution for the steady flow in a deLaval
 
nozzle as 
the time limit of an unsteady flow is developed.
 
The typical steady problem is considered in which the
 
state of the entering flow 
(OA, Figure 28 and the wall geometry

(AB) Figure 28, are prescribed, and the solution is 
to obtae 
7
in the interior (OABC), Figure 28. At least three reports , 28
 
have appeared in which this problem has been attacked by time
 
dependent techniques. 
In each of these cases, the authors appear

to have encountered rather severe problems with the finite nozzle.
 
Migdal, Klein, and Moretti 2 ', "side tracked the problems of a
 
subsonic entrance plane boundary condition by considering the
 
problem with an infinite upstream reservoir. The technique

developed in this report permits the specification of the steady

entering flow boundary conditions at a subsonic boundary during
 
the unsteady process.
 
The procedure, which is developed in Sections B and C,
 
is slightly unorthodox and includes a discontinuity surface at
 
the nozzle entrance, suggested by G. DaForno at GASL. 
Since mass
 
crosses the entrance surface and since the flow on either side is
 
subsonic, the discontinuity is not an ordinary one. The analyses
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and 	a discussion of some preliminary results for a quasi-one­
dimensional and a two-dimensional nozzle are presented in
 
Section D. In this discussion the gas is considered to be
 
inviscid and thermally and calorically perfect with constant
 
specific heat ratio, y.
 
B. 	 Formulation of the Initial Value Boundary Value
 
Problem
 
Before getting down to the specifics of the problem
 
formulation, some brief comments of a general nature are in order.
 
The 	objective of this study is to obtain the solution
 
of a steady inviscid flow as the asymptotic (in time) limit of
 
an unsteady flow. Since the time dependent approach has been
 
shown to be a very powerful method for obtaining numerical
 
solutions to blunt body flows, it is an obvious candidate for
 
the 	two-dimensional nozzle problem. However, this problem
 
differs from that one in that an upstream boundary is given
 
in the subsonic regime where the entering-flow is specified
 
as a boundary condition to the steady problem.*
 
In developing a procedure to obtain the solution to a
 
steady flow problem as the limit of an unsteady flow, it is
 
important that
 
l)- there is a steady solution to the problem, and
 
2) the problem formulation includes a vehicle
 
through which the (correct) steady solution
 
can 	be reached.
 
This vehicle is usually, if not always, the boundary conditions
 
of the unsteady problem. Very roughly, steady boundary con­
ditions will bring the unsteady flow to a steady state. How
 
ever, the treatment in the unsteady problem of the "steady"
 
boundary conditions is often not straightforward.
 
*Contrast this with the blunt body problem where the free
 
stream velocity is supersonic.
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The solution sought in this study is the steady flow
 
in 	a two-dimensional deLaval nozzle (see Figure 28) having
 
subsonic entrance and supersonic exit velocities. The
 
boundary conditions for the steady problem* conditions are:
 
the nozzle geometry (i.e., y(x) for OA, AB and B-C), 
the state of the flow crossing OA (say total'
 
pressure,, total enthalpy, velocity, and flow
 
direction, (Pt' H, g, ) as functions of y
 
along O-A) 
velocity component normal to the wall vanishes
 
at the wall.
 
Since the flow is assumed supersonic at the exit, Th, no
 
additional condition can be prescribed there.
 
In obtaining the steady solution as the time limit 
of'hn unsteady one, the-following initial value - boundary 
value problem (Figure 29) is to-be solved. At timet = 0, 
initial data is prescribed in tle entire section oABC.
 
'- undary conditions on the x = 0 plane,** the rectangle
OADE (DE - o as 't - a)), will be prescribed as the boundary 
conditions appropriate along 0-X for the steady problem. This
 
is pa't'of the vehicle insuring that the (correct) steady"
 
solution will result from the time dependent computation. On
 
the exit pl'ane -B- the flow is assumed to always be supersonic
 
enough so that disturbances on that plane do not have an'
 
appreciable numerical influence on the upstream flow in the
 
nozzle.
 
The data.to be prescribed on the two planes, t = 0, x = 0,, 
are: 
u,v the two velocity components.,
 
Pt the total pressure, and
 
H the total enthalpy,
 
* 	 For convenience, only nozzles symmetric about the x axis are 
sketched and discussed. 
** 	 As a matter of convenience only, the entrance surface will 
often be referred to and considered as a planar surface. 
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or some other suitable combination of these quantities. Then
 
for a perfect polytropic gas,
 
h = h(p,p) is the static enthalpy, 
2 2 
u + v is the total enthalpy2
 
2 2 
a = a (h) is the sound speed, 
and
 
= f(a2,q ) is the ratio of static to total 
Pt pressure, 
where2 
 2 2
q = u + v is the square of the velocity 
modulus.
 
The initial plane, t = 0, is a space-like surface,
 
and we have prescribed the proper information for a well set 
Cauchy problem with respect to time. On the other hand,' the 
x = 0 plane is a time-like surface along which we have pre­
scribed more data than is permitted as boundary data to 
continue the Cauchy problem with a well set Goursat problem*. 
This should not be a cause,of worry, however, for there is no 
reason to expect this problem to be well formulated as a 
Cauchy initial value-boundary value problem. The specification 
of Goursat data on x = 0 would guarantee that the solution is 
continuous there, at least in the small. In particular, it 
would guarantee that the characteristic compatibility equations 
would be satisfied consistent with the prescribed data on the 
plane x = 0. However, it would not permit the imposition of all 
the boundary conditions of the steady problem there, but they 
are,necessary to insure that the unsteady solution approach 
the (correct) steady solution. This is accomplished by per­
mitting the unsteady solution to be discontinuous at the 
entrance surface. This discontinuity is the second part of the 
vehicle which will guarantee that unsteady flow approaches the 
steady solution. When there is a continuous steady solution, 
the strength of the entrancy discontinuity must become vanishingly 
small as t - c and the steady solution is approached. 
* 	 Actually a Cauchy problem followed by a sequence of 
Goursat problems. 
C. The Nature of the Entrance Plane Discontinuity
 
In the preceding section the need for a discontinuity
 
surface at the entrance plane was indicated by-examining the
 
mathematical nature of the initial value-boundary value problem.
 
From physical arguments the essential attributes of this
 
surface can be induced. In order to strip, away unnecessary com­
plications, consider a quasi-one-dimensional deLaval nozzle.
 
The pressure, density, and velocity (p, p, u) are to be specified,
 
(constant) in time, at the entrance to the nozzle. 
 Since the
 
flow just behind the entrance plane is subsonic, disturbances from
 
downstream are propagated upstream and eventually reach the
 
entrance plane'where they will interact with the incoming flow.
 
Because of this effect, some form of work/energy is required
 
to maintain the specified conditions at the entrance plane.

Although it is 
more natural to consider this to be mechanical work,
 
in fact it is perfectly legitimate to conceive of the required
 
energy to be in the form of heat and/or mechanical work.
 
This report concentrates on the mechanical problem.

Some device which is an artifice, must perform work in order
 
to maintain the flow conditions prescribed at the entrance.
 
This device can be thought of as a black box of negligible
 
thickness. Though it evidentally has a definite task, the
 
details of how it accomplishes this task can remain a mystery,
 
though some of those properties it must have in order that it
 
accomplish its task in a satisfactory manner can be deduced.
 
First, it must maintain a steady mass flow rate. This
 
is necessary to 
insure that a steady state will be reached.
 
Quantitatively this is p2u2 = PlUl where subscripts 1 & 2 refer
 
to the flow immediately upstream and downstream of the discon­
tinuity, respectively, Figures 30 and 31. Thus, pl,pl,Ul, 
are
 
the specified steady state values . in doing this it will
 
operate in one of two modes, constant pressure or constant
 
velocity, depending on- the downstream flow. If at one instant
 
there is a high pressure just downstream of the entrance to
 
the nozzle, the box will have to compress the gas to pressures
 
consistent with the downstream ones.
 
On the other hand, if there is a low-pressure down­
stream, there would seem to be no problem in maintaining p 2=Pl
 
at the exit of the box. Second, it must do work on the gas, as
 
required, to maintain the specified mass flow rate against the
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resistance of the flow downstream of the entrance plane.
 
Conceptually, energy (in the form of work or heat) could be
 
extracted from the.gas. However, this possibility must be
 
ruled out on the ground that it admits unacceptable solutions.
 
In particular, one solution would be to extract all the
 
available energy from the gas, resulting in a steady but
 
unmedningful solution. The requirement that work must be
 
doneon the gas means that the entropy of the gas should
 
always be increased (or, at best, unaffected) by the box.
 
In the pressure mode, the constant mass flow rate
 
can be achieved by maintaining at the box's exit, the velocity
 
equal to the incoming values. In being forced through at this
 
velocity, the gas will be aompressed to static pressures higher
 
than Pi. With u2 = ull, continuity of mass flow rate gives
 
. 
- T2 > T, and (for aperfect gas, constant
P2Pl Then P2 > P, 

specific heat ratio) s2 > sI , i.e., the specific entropy of
 
the gas is increased, as required.
 
On the other hand, if the downstream flow offers no
 
resistance, the flow can be forced through at constant pressure.
 
Then, in maintaining P2=Pl, the box will accelerate the incoming
 
flow to a velocity u2 ul; hence P2 PI' T2 T, and s2 2 si
,
 
again.
 
The above arguments purposely do not delve into the
 
actual processes going on within this black box. Rather, the
 
exit conditions are fixed so that they are consistent with the
 
flow immediately downstream and with the principal that work
 
is only done on the gas. As stated, this latter condition results
 
in having s2 > sl
 -

D. Solution of the Problem
 
1. Quasi-one-Dimensional DeLaval Nozzle - In order
 
to verify the feasibility of the basic concept, it is not
 
necessary to obtain the solution to a two-dimensional deLaval
 
nozzle; the quasi-one-dimensional'case will suffice.
 
In what follows, much of the computational technique developed
 
for the solution of the blunt body problem is employed, Ref's 23 & 24.
 
In determining the unsteady solution we will divide the nozzle into
 
three regions: the entrance plane, the interior, and the exit plane
 
(Figure 32). At x = 0, the entrance plane, we have the discontinuity
 
surface which represents the now familiar black box. The interior
 
region will be covered'by a finite difference grid having equal
 
mesh spacing.
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The computational procedure in this interior is very

straightforward. Assuming the entire flow to be given 
at some
 
time to, we want to compute the entire flow at tI = + 6t.
to 

The interior (in x) points at t + bt are obtained by expanding
the dependent variables in a 2n2 order Taylor series about their
 
respective mesh points, at to. 
 This is essentially the Lax-

Wendroff 30 scheme-in non-conservation form*. In particular,
 
2 
.u(x,t + At) = u(X,t ) + ut(Xto),t+ utt(Xt (35) 
with similar expressions for the other dependent variables.
 
The first derivative terms, like ut
, 
are obtained directly
 
from the differential equations for unsteady quasi-one­
dimensional flow. 
The second derivative terms are obtained
 
by differentiating the differential equations with respect
 
to time. The resulting mixed derivatives, like uxt, are
 
evaluated by differentiating the original equations with
 
respect to x, the space variable, thus expressing the mixed
 
time-space derivatives in terms .of space derivatives only.
 
The convergence and stability characteristics of the
 
scheme3 0 
applied to gas dynamic problems are not investigated
 
in this study, for there is quite a large literature on this
 
subject. Suffice it to 
say that we can be confident that
 
the scheme is convergent and conditionally stable, the maximum
 
stable step size being given by
 
Ax
 
.At main ( A) (36)
u+a
 
where a is of the order 1 and the minimum is the minimum 
overall the mesh points at each time step. 
To obtain the actual,expressions for ut, utt, Pt, etc.,
 
we have the basic differential equations for quasi-one­
dimensional unsteady flow (in standard notation).
 
* Any number of other finite difference schemes (e.g.,
 
Lax, Rusanov, etc.) could have been chosen.
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dA =
 
t+ + + A dx
 
Px 0 (37) 
st + usx 0
 t x
 
where p is the density, p the pressure, u the velocity, s 
the entropy, A the cross sectional area (A = A(x) is specified), 
and the subscripts x and t denote the partial derivative with 
respect to that independent variable. Writing R = rnp/P , 
P = tnp/po, with P and p some reference conditions, then 00S-S 
C = P-yR and the equations become 
CV 
UdA 
+ R dARt = - ulRX
+ ux 
xA dx 
ut = -[UUx + P p ]
 
p x (38) 
St = 
- us
x
 
Pt = St + 7Rt 
Then
 
-t dA
 
Rtt = -[utx + URxt + uxt + A dx 
 (
 
Ux dA u d 2 A dA )2 
R =R -UR + uR +u + - - + - - -u dx2xt tx x x xx xx A dx A A 
etc.
 
At'the entrance plane we have the discontinuity with
 
P2u2 = PlUl (steady mass flow rate) 
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and either
 
u2 Ul 
 P2 = Pl 
or (40) 
P2= P 2 (u 2 ) u 2 = u2(P2) 
flw quantitatively 
ment that he flow on he downstream side of the entrance plane 
must be consistent with the flow in the rest of the n6zzle.- The 
functional form of P2 (u2 ) is obtained by writing the character­
istic compatability equation (corresponding to Eq. (38)) 
where p2 (u ) (and u (p) ) embodies the require­
du a dp au dA
 
dt y dt A dx 
along the characteristic direction defined by
 
dx 
= u-a (42) 
Here d/dt is the total derivative of the dependent variable and
 
a is the local sound speed, a = 15T; Th Computationally, Eq. (41) 
is written in finite difference form between the entrance plane
 
at t = t I = to + At and an interior point at t = to, the 
location of the interior point being the intersection with the
 
line t = t of the characteristic passing through the entrance
 
plane at tI , and having slope dx/dt = u-a (Figure 33). The
difference form of Eq. (41) is 
a an dAAt
 
u2-u* = + (P 2 -p*) _ A dx At
 
where the coefficients are averaged along the characteristic.
 
Once the solution has been determined at the entrance point
 
and at the interior points, at time t=to+t, the values at the exit 
point are obtained by extrapolation from the interior points.
 
Though this is not formally correct, it has beeh shown to be an
 
acceptable numerical short cut so long as the flow there is
 
supersonic enough so that the upstream feeding is numerically
 
negligible, References 23 and 24.
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A good evaluation of the procedure can be obtained by
 
comparing computed results with an exact steady solution (cf.,
 
NACA Report 113531, 1953). To this end, consider a long quasi­
one-dimensional deLaval nozzle. The first test case considered*
 
'corresponds to the steady flow of a y = 1.4 gas accelerating
 
continuously from Mach 0.5 to Mach 1.8. The specified area
 
'variation with the exact st6ady state values for Mach number and
 
pressure ratio are shown in Figures 34a through 34c. As
 
initial conditions for the unsteady flow we put the steady
 
solution with the exception that at x/4q* = 4 (A/A* = 1.88,
 
corrdsponding to M = 0.6 in the steady solution) we put a
 
pressure equal to twice the steady value. Thus, a compression
 
will propagate upstream and downstream due to this initial
 
pressure jump. When the compression wave traveling upstream
 
strikes'the entrance plane it will be reflected. If the entrance
 
were a solid boundary, the compression wave would reflect as a
 
compression. In the present case the entrance plane is somewhere
 
'between a solid and free boundary. Because we can expect less
 
energy to be associated with free boundaries, the primary
 
component of the reflected wave will probably be an expansion.
 
One of the most interesting items to study is the pressure
 
distribution in the nozzle at various times (Figure 35). popo
 
are the isentropic stagnation pressure and density of the
 
exact steady solution. The path and dispersion of the primary
 
compression wave down the nozzle are'easily followed. Less
 
distinct and 'moredispersed is the'primary reflected wave,
 
which is an expansion, though there is really no difficulty
 
in following it. The pressure history on the downstream side
 
of the discontinuity is shown-in Figure 36. Note that within
 
steps corresponding tp-a non-dimensional time of 20, the
 
solution is essentially stablized within less than 0.i% of the
 
steady state value. The historyof W/Hentrance = H2-Hl/Hl
 
the instantaneous work level (Figure 37) exhibi'ts the expected
 
behavior; that is, it is always positive. It is evident that
 
W can be determined, in this case, to an accuracy of not
 
quite 0.lV*t The entropy jump history is shown in Figure 38.
 
* 	 A test of the mesh size effect was made in another case,
 
the results being, as expected, that decreasing the number of
 
mesh points decreases the'accuracy. For example, decreasing
 
the number of mesh points by a factor of two decreased the
 
accuracy of the computed "steady state" (at the same time)
 
by-a factor of three.
 
** 	 The area is specified to 0.01% and the derivatives of the
 
area are obtained bv finite difference.
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One of the most interesting features of this procedure
 
is that it admits steady solutions to entrance conditions for
 
which there is no continuous steady solution. The discontinuous
 
behavior at the entrance plane permits this. For instance, if
 
the prescribed entrance Mach number is larger than that consistent
 
with sonic flow at the throat (in continuous steady flow), the
 
black box can reach a steady state in which the-gas is continuously
 
being compressed (and decelerated) at the entrance. Similarly,
 
the box can accelerate a "too slow" flow so that the sonic velocity
 
is reached at the throat. We refer to these two cases as
 
"over-choked" and "under-choked" respectively. An example of
 
each of these cases has been computed for the same nozzle area
 
distribution already discussed. The work and entropy jump
 
(Figure 39) histories show the expected rapid initial increase
 
followed by a gradual leveling off to the steady value. As
 
expected, the final steady state has a Mach number behind the
 
discontinuity-equal to the value consistent with a steady, choked
 
flow for the specified contraction ratio (Figure 40), but the
 
,steady state pressure level differs in each case (Figure 41).
 
2. Two-Dimensional Nozzle - There are several
 
important differences between the flow in quasi-one-dimensional
 
and two-dimensional deLaval nozzles. Though conceptually'
 
basically the same, in detail the entrance plane discontinuity
 
is somewhat more complicated in two dimensions.
 
A general outline of the computational procedure
 
for obtaining the solution to the two-dimensional unsteady
 
flow is discussed prior to giving the details. Assuming the
 
entire flow to be known on some constant time plane t = t
 
.we want to be abie to ,step ahead to obtain the solution to 
another time plane t, = t + At . In (x,yt)space the nozzle 
is covered by a finite difference mesh which, for a constant 
value of t1 appears as shown in Figure 42. As in the quasi­
one-dimensional case, the solution at interior mesh points at 
tI = to + At can be obtained using a number of explicit or 
implicit differencing procedures; we will again use the non­
conservation form of the Lax-Wendroff method. "The upper wall 
points can be computed by the method of characteristics as
 
developed by Moretti and Abbett3 2 . At the entrance surface the
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specified local steady mass flow rate is maintained which,
 
when coupled with a characteristic compatibility equation from
 
the interior flow, yields a solution for the flow on the
 
downstream side of the discontinuity. When all these points
 
have been computed at tI, data for the exit plane points again
 
can be obtained by extrapolation from the interior flow, so long
 
as the flow remains more than slightly supersonic at the
 
exit plane.
 
For flexibility, it is desirable to develop the computer
 
program which the capability of curved entrance surface; that
 
is, the entrance surfaces c6uld be somewhat curved in x,y space.
 
This, combined with the curvature of the upper wall, leads to
 
problems in constructing in the physical (x,y,t) space, a finite
 
difference grid for the numerical solution of the problem. A
 
well tried remedy is to map the nozzle onto a rectangle so that
 
one can set up a relatively convenient numerical procedure. Then
 
the three-dimensional computational domain is a rectangular
 
parallelepiped upon which it is easy to construct a computational
 
grid. Of course, the equations of motion differ in the transformed
 
space.
 
Let (x,y,t) denote a cartesian coordinate system in physical
 
space, with velocity components (u,v) and with the x axis positive
 
in the general flow direction (the nozzle need not be symmetric).
 
The wall geometry is denoted by y = s(x) on the upper wall and
 
by y = b(x) on the lower wall. The nozzle entrance and exit
 
surfaces are denoted by x = f(y) and x = g(y) respectively. The
 
computational space is denoted by (XY,T), and the transformation
 
is shown in Figure 43. Then the Euler equations become
 
vc uX
 
RV_+ + - vX +Wu + 
T 6 1 6 1 
uT = - [Bu + Eu + 6- (CP + - P )61x
T Xx p y 8 
+V= - [Bv + Ev + P--(P -DPx)
Ty X 61 X 

S T = - LBSy + ES x ] 
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with
 
C = bx (Y-1) - YS x 
D =fy (X-l) - Xgy 
B= (v+cu)
 
6
 
-
(u+vt)E 61
 
Again, these equations are differentiated with respect to X,Y,
 
and T to get the second time derivatives of R, u, v and S, to be
 
used in Equations like (35).
 
The wall boundary joints are computed by the method given 
in Moretti and Abbett 32 and outlined here. A'local cartesian 
coordinate system ( ,7,t) in physical space with velocity
 
componentb (U,V) is set up normal to the wall at each mesh
 
point (see Figure 44).
 
In the (7,t) plane the Euler equations are written in a
 
characteristic form relating V and P. The equation is
 
a dP dV a + ­
y dt dt - i UP + aU- UV] 
where
 
d - a dl
 
dt at + 7 dt
 
along the direction
 
d?? = V - a. 
dt
 
Since V = 0 at the wall, -this can be written in difference form 
to give P at t 1 = to + At in terms of the flow at time t = t 
Thus 
P(to+At) = P* (to)+(Y--)V* (t) - [UU U UV t 
05 0 a5t
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0 
where the asterisk denotes values at time to on the characteristic
 
line of slope d/dt = V - a (see Figure 44) and the bar denotes
 
average values along-that line. The velocity component and the
 
entropy are determined by first order explicit finite difference
 
equations for the second momentum and the entropy equations. These 
are, since V = 0 on the wall, 
Ut + UU = - p/P -. (to+At)=U(t 0 )U- [ UL+p /P] t 
St + us 0 - S(to+&t) = S(t o ) + TS At 
It is true that this difference scheme is unconditionally unstable 
at interior mesh points, buh experience has shown that it is
 
adequate at the boundary points, the stabilization probably being
 
due to a combination of the one-sided finite differences and the
 
use of the characteristic equation for the relation between the
 
pressure and the velocity component normal to the wall.
 
The entrance surface discontinuity requires specialized
 
treatment, somewhat more elaborate than in the quasi-one­
dimensional case. The two operational modes, having jumps
 
respectively in pressure and velocity, still characterize the box,
 
though it may operate in different modes simuitaneously at each
 
point of the entrance plane. For.example, at a given time there
 
may be a pressure jump near the centerline and a velocity jump
 
near the nozzle wall. Again, this is necessary in order to
 
insure that, locally, work is being done on the gas, resulting
 
in entropy increases as the gas traverses the box. Thus, even
 
if the conditions prescribed on the upstream side are uniform,
 
two-dimensional effects propagating upstream will usually result
 
in lateral pressure gradients at the downstream side of the box,
 
of course, nonuniform upstream conditions can have the same
 
effect. So, during the unsteady process, the lateral pressure
 
gradients will induce velocity'components which are locally-normal
 
to the inflow velocity vector. Since either the pressure or
 
normal velocity component are specified at the box's exit
 
(which one being determined by the requirement AS 0), it is 
natural to seek two equations relating the pressure and,both 
velocity components at time to + 6t to the nozzle flow at time 
to. The characteristic equations along two bi-characteristics 
provide such a relation. 
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Consider-a cartesian coordinate system (4,7,t) (Figure 45:
 
whose origin is at a mesh point on the downstream side of the
 
discontinuity. 
-The axis is oriented locally normal to the
 
-discontinuity (Figure 45), 
and the velocity components in the
 
( , 77) 
 directions are .(U,V) respectively. 
- The ti-characteristics 
through (0,0,0) are aiven narampfr i'I1I, by 
d= U + a cos a - = V + a sinU
 
where a ii the local sound 
-speed and a is a parameter. For
 
given a, the compatibility equation along the corresponding
 
bi-characteristic is
 
pR + pa cos a DU DVDt Dt + pa s D 
pa 2 [u sin2 a - (u77fVc). sin a + cos a + V cos2a] 
where D/Dt means differentiation in the ti-characteristic­
direction.. The bi-characteristic in the plane normal to
 
the discontinuity (on the downstream side) corresponds to
 
a = 7T, so the bi-characteristics corresponding to a - 3v/4

and 5v/4 should provide a good combinationof.lateral and
 
streamwise momentum transport. This combination was used
 
in the computation-discussed below. 
The remaining equations
 
are the local continuity of mass flow rate across the
 
discontinuity, P 2U2 
= plU1, the perfect gas equation of state,
 
and one of the two conditions
 
P2 = PI or 
 U2 =U1
 
depending upon which results in A3 
 -S 0.
 
A side comment on numerics is in order at this point. 
The
 
use of the characteristic equations requires a number of inter­
polations on the basic computational mesh. 
This can be a cause
 
of numerical trouble when adjacent mesh points 
-at the
 
discontinuity are operating in different modes, 
(p2=Pl, or U2=Ul).
Therefore, it is necessary to set up a procedure for switching
 
from one mode to the other between mesh points. One procedure,
 
which .seems to have worked adequately in preliminary calculations,
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= 9 inis to use the-bi-characteristic corresponding to a 

place bf the one above which would ordinarily be in the interval
 
where the operational mode changes.- If the operational mode
 
changes in both intervals immediately adjacent to a mesh point,
 
then only the a = ITbi-characteristic is taken and V = 0 is
 
set at that point.
 
As in the quasi-one-dimensional problem, values at the
 
exit plane are, at a given time, determined by extrapolation
 
frqm interior points.
 
The results so far achieved in the two-dimensional case
 
are preliminary and incomplete. However, they are complete enough
 
so that the soundness of the procedure is verified. This is
 
not to say, of course, that there is not a significant amount of
 
work left to be done in working-out the details of the computational
 
technique to arrive at a good computational tool for the entrance
 
dipcontinuity surface.
 
The geometry of the nozzle considered, which is symmetric
 
abqut the x axis (Figure 46), consisted of
 
a straight segment of constant area followed 
by (dy/dx =- .261) 
a straight segment of constant slope, where
 
the area contracts, followed by
 
a circular arc, and ending in
 
a straight segment making a 450 angle to 
the centerline. 
The constant area region has a cross-sectional area equal to
 
1.59 times the minimim area. The specified-entrance flow-was
 
uniform with a Mach number of-0.4. Pressures-are all divided
 
by the stagnation pressure of the entrance flow. -Entropies
 
shqwn are the difference between the local entropy and the
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entrance flow entropy all divided by the specific heat at
 
constant volume. There were five mesh intervals between the
 
centerline and the wall and four-teen mesh intervals between
 
the entrance plane and the exit plane.
 
The time variation of pressure and velocity exiting the
 
box at the centerlini and at the wall are shown in Figure 47. It
 
appears that the steady limit of the solution being computed
 
has a jump of about 5% and a velocity jump of about 100 at the
 
wall. These numbers are probably so high because of numerical
 
problems arising from one or more of the following:
 
too rough a.mesh, (particularly important
 
with the sharp corner on the upper.wall),
 
the computational procedure at the dis­
continuity is not entirely satisfactory,
 
special numerical problems at the wall­
discontinuity juncture.
 
It was not possible to carry this study further under current
 
funding, so these problems-must be left unresolved for the
 
moment. However, it is probable that all three items con­
tributed to the steady state jumps.
 
The entropy jump histories at the wall and centerline
 
(Figuire 48) also show that the strength of the discontinuity
 
does not tend to zero as a steady state is approached (since
 
the entropy jump is a difference in logs, numbers on the
 
order of 0.01 or less would numerically indicate zero strength
 
at the jump).
 
The steady state distribution of pressure (Figure 49) and
 
Mach number (Figure 50) along the wall and the-centerline,
 
indicate that probably too rough a mesh was used. This is not
 
unexpected, however, since the mesh used was only 10 x 5.
 
Considering the fact that the computational procedure at the
 
discontinuity is in an early stage of development and that no
 
effort was made to average coefficients, there or in the wall
 
characteristic computation, these results can be considered
 
quite good. However, additional studies should be made to improve
 
the computational technique and to resolve the above mentioned
 
problems.
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E. Conclusion
 
A unique procedure is presented for obtaining the
 
solution of a steady flow in a deLaval nozzle. Application of
 
the procedure to a quasi-one-dimensional casahas yielded
 
results which lend credence to the technique. In two dimensions
 
these preliminary results substantiate the basic procedure but
 
indicate that additional work is necessary to improve the
 
numerics, particularly at the discontinuity.
 
The previous discussions focused on the fluid mechanical
 
structure'of plume flow fields. These problems are further
 
complicated, however, by chemical and multiphase phenomenon
 
which must be considered if realistic predictions are to be
 
made of the thermal and electromagnetic effects relevant to the
 
problems of environmental heating, contamination and communication.
 
The purpose of the following discussion is to d6scribe some
 
of chemical and phase transition processes which are characteristic
 
of present and future plume flow fields.
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IX. CHEMICAL KINETICS IN PLUME FLOWS
 
A wide variety of propellent and propellent combinations
 
exist and are used according to the mission application. Of
 
particular interest here are engines burning hydrogen or RPU
 
(Kerosene)/LOX. However, the chemical systems and kinetic
 
mechanisms associated with these propellents are relevant to
 
virtually all propellents whether they are solid, hybrid, slurry
 
or pure liquid since these generally contain substantial amounts
 
of hydrocarbons. Thus, in addition to the usefulness of providing

the details of specific hydrogen and RPI systems the results are
 
applicable to the formulation of general propellent combustion
 
behavior.
 
Previous studies of these systems and, in particular, of the
 
RPI/LOX system have led to a conputerized formulation of the
 
reaction mechanism with hydrogen as a subsystem References 33.and
 
34. For the present purpose; which is the inclusion of the hydro­
carbon kinetics into the MOCV programs, a summary of the results
 
of the work of References .B3 and 34 will be sufficient.
 
The kinetic mechanism for the combustion of hydrocarbons is
 
very complex involving in general, over 30 active species 
-
entering into over 200 elementary reversible reactions. A study
 
of a typical hydrocarbon system, Reference 35, has shown,- however,
 
that a much smaller reaction mechanism could be postulated while
 
retaining the necessary detail for an accurate description of
 
the combustion process. This mechanism involves 31 species
 
entering into 69 elementary reversible reactions. Using the
 
high speed solution technique developed at GASL, References 6 and
 
33, make it feasible to make pure kinetics calculations in time
 
periods measured in minutes. This represents up to two orders
 
of magnitude reduction in computational time compared with standard
 
integration techniques such as Runge-Kutta. However, even with
 
this improvement the inclusion of the "full" 69 reaction mechanism
 
into the MOCV flow field program would result in calculation times
 
measured in hours. Although in the analysis of certain problems
 
it is desirable to examine the detail offered by the "full"
 
system many applications of interest do not require such detailed
 
species fields.' To this end a study was made on the feasibility
 
of developing a "quasi-global" representation for the "full"
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sixty-nine reaction mechanism," Reference 33. "quasi-global"-he 

mechanism provides a bridge between the high molecular weight
 
fuel and the more stable equilibrium products 6f combustion. Of 
course,. many intermediate spe6Sis are not'included in this re­
piesentation, but the macroso ic' properties including ignition 
delay, reaction,time,'equilibrum products of combustion, density, 
temperature, etc., are given with a remarkable deqree of accuracy. 
The chemical system consid'ered 'includes tne toliowing
 
species:
 
(1) H2 (7) CO 
(2) 02 (8) CO2 
(3) H20 (9) CnHm (43) 
(4) u. (10) C 
(5) 0 (11) _N 2 
(6) H 
Where 'C H is the high molecular weight hydrocarbon fuel and C
 
nom
 
represenns carbon present as a dispersion of solid particles. 
(s)
 
Also, .N2 is considered to be an'inert diluent. 'The elementary
 
reictions involving the first eight active species are th6se
 
given -in Table I and the species entering,:into these reactions
 
are the essential stable products.of combustion. To bridge the
 
gap between these species and the high molecular weight reactant,
 
an intermediate global type oxidation equation is required-

In the present "quasirglobal" treatment the required 
overall equation 'must represent an intermediate, or bridging 
reaction. Several reactions have been considered,Reference 33,
 
and th! results of a cbmparative'study indicates that a good
 
representation is'provided by ,the partial oxidation ecauation:
 
n b L nCO+ (n+l) H2 .(44) 
CE 2 2-'02 +2 

To complete the describing equations for the chemical 
system -global rate equation for the consumption of'fuel is 
recuired. In Reference 3'1 it is shown that fbr-paraffinshydro­
carbons from ethane '(C2 H6) -up to kerosene,' the iorbnstion times
 
are of the same order of magnitude. Thus, available data for
 
butane, propane and ethane were considered relevant for the
 
kerosene oxidation process.
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The rate expression is assumed to be of the following,Arrehnius 
type, form: ­
13,740
 
dcF C RT 
t-A CF 0 e (45) 
where the effective activation energy was fixed at the value 
appropriate to the propane oxidation process. The results of the 
study gave the following rate equation (Ref. 33): 
dc 13,740 
F = CI e RT 
dt F 02 
where
 
13 1.825 T. 
A=l1.0 x 10(13 . E.9i'1 .5] (46)
P 1000 
The oxidation equation, Equation (44), and the associated
 
unidirectional rate equation, Equation (46) together with the
 
elementary reversible reactions given in Table i constitute the
 
"quasi-global" mechanism for the homogeneous gas phase combustion
 
process.
 
Because of a combination of non-uniform 0/F ratio and of film
 
cooling of the skirt using fuel rich auxilliary turbine exhaust
 
there will be regions of the plume flow containing soot particles.
 
The effect of these particles upon the plume flow field structure
 
and, in particular, thermal radiation heating motivate an
 
attempt to quantify the soot oxidation process.
 
The finite-rate oxidation process for soot particles
 
already present in hydrocarbon flames also is not well understood.
 
However, Lee, Thring, and Beer (Ref. 38) have performed a set
 
of experiments which make it possible to form a global reaction
 
for the combustion of the carbon particles. This global rate
 
equation should not be though of as a firmly established analysis,
 
but rather as a useful first.estimate which will probably be
 
modified and -extendedby future experimental and analytical work.
 
The basic experimental apparatus was a laminar diffusion
 
flame inside-a quartz tube. The fuel was predominantly propane,
 
with some propylene and ethylene, and was burned with oxygen­
enriched, preheated air. Solid and gas samples were taken starting
 
at the axial position at which soot particles were formed in
 
the flow field. The gas samples were analyzed by a chromotographic
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method, and by an Orsat apparatus. An electron microscope was
 
used in determining the size of the soot particles. A series
 
of runs was made for different overall stoichiometric ratios.
 
Temperatures of from 12000K to almost 17000K occurred in the
 
sampling region. The authors were able to correlate the
 
experimental results for-the soot combustion by the relation
 
2/3 p 39,300
4 1/3dm 
c = 6(.1.085) x 10 2 RT 
dt Pcdc initial e 
which is readily transformed to
 
39,300
12 
-R 
= .8138 x 10 a nt RT (47)
dt 
dudC 112 _initial_p__ 

c 02 ac e
 
by assuming that the soot density P is 2 _gm/cm3 and that the mean
 
particle diameter, dc is 400°A.
 
Based on this work of Reference 38 the oxidation equation is
 
assumed to be:
 
C(s ) + 02 - C02 (48) 
This fQrmulation has been incorporated into the "quasi-global'
 
chemistry package but it must be regarded as tentative.
 
Various versions of the MOCV program were extended to include
 
this "quasi-global" package. In particular, all supersonic
 
versions of the program contain this chemistry capability. It
 
should be emphasized, however, that the extended version with
 
the internal shock structure has been set-up for entry and exit
 
from this kinetics package but only a "dummy" routine is currently
 
included. However, all the thermodynamic properties (enthalpy
 
and specific heat "fits") have been integrated into the program.
 
It-should be noted that amixed subsonic/supersonic ducted flow
 
version based upon the MOCV framework is under development on a
 
separate NASA Contract and is discussed in Reference 39_ However,
 
this kitetics capability remains to be added to this version.
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In addition to the kinetics of combustion, the problem of
 
phase transition is also relevant in the underexpanded plume

flow. In plumes involving large expansion ratios many of
 
the species may become saturated and condense out of the vapor
 
phase. 
In hydrocarbon systems two potential condensibles are
 
H20 and C02 and because of the short residence times the process

will be a finite rate one. 
The next section will describe a
 
method of including classical nucleation and growth theory into
 
multi-dimensional flow field calculations.
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X. PHASE TRANSITION 
The present analysis describes some of these coupled
 
applied to specific flow configurations. In
 processes as 

particular,- the equations describing turbulent flow character­
ized by parabolic equations with equilibrium chemistry and'
 
finite rate phase change, are considered. This includes ducted
 
flows appropriata for the analysis of rocket combustion chambers,
 
In addition, un­thrust augmentation chambers, and ejectors. 

bounded flows are analyzed including discrete jets, and
 
plume-free shear layers.
 
The analysis includes a description of the conservation
 
equations of mass, energy, and momentum, including a detailed
 
discussion of the constitutive relations describing inter-

The important gas phase and particulate
phase mass transport. 

phase parameters governing the behavior of the turbulent
 
transport of particles-are described. The solution of the
 
describing equations for all flows, bounded and unbounded, is
 
by an explicit finite difference scheme. Either an arbitrary
 
wall contour or streamwise pressure variation may be specified.
 
The unique feature of this work is the coupling of a number
 
of two-phase processes in configurations including mixing
 
and combustion.
 
A. Analysis
 
A comprehensive description of the conservation
 
(utilizing the boundary layer assumptions)
equations governing a 

multi-dimensional, multi-phase system, is much more complex
 
than the familiar gas-phase conservation equations. In addition
 
to describing the conservation of mass, momentum and energy for
 
the condensed phase, it is necessary to also describe the
 
dynamic and thermodynamic interactions between the phases
 
temperature differences (thermal
(dynamic nonecuilibrium), 

nonequilibrium), and mass transfer between the phases
 
This highly general system of
(noneqouilibrium phase change). 

equations was formulated in Reference 40.
 
in this investigation we are concerned with phase
 
trahsition in configurations involving mixing and combustion.
 
The emphasis is on the finite rate interphase mass transfer
 
process under the following assumptions: dynamic and thermal
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equilibrium for the mean and turbulent components of velocity
 
and temperature, and quasi-complete combustion. These
 
assumptions provide a reasonable estimate for flows involving
 
(-11). Certain combustion chamber processes associated with
 
direct liquid fueled rockets and-air breathers are additiona,
 
examples of practical applications of this analysis.
 
For a plane two-dimensional, Or axisymetric system,
 
the governing equations may be written as Reference 40 and 41
 
Mass:
 
5 N N
 
-(puy) + Ly(pVy) = 0 (49) 
Momentum:
 
Energy: 2 
bH bH 1 b N 1 6H 1+2 
Pux +Pvy Ny by tPr yPr by 
sr 
1 
1 
1 
) h' .i ]] (51) 
+ [( Sc Pr h y 
fDiffusion:
 
v1 a + 
pf-+ Pv- - - ]i
ax . y N ay- Sc tax 
.i .i (52) 
+ Wchemistry + W phase change
 
where
 
0 - two-dimensional flow coordinates
 
N = 
1 - axisymmetric flow coordinates
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Initial and Boundary Conditions:
 
u up (y) 
fli 
U = 
= ip ( y ) 
s (y) 
Yp < Y < Yw T 
0i 
Ts(Y) 
Ai (Y) 
x 0; 7 =w 
yw 
0 (impermeable wall)by 
6H 
-- = 0 (adiabatic wall) 
or 
or 
T=Tw(X) (cooled or heated wall) 
2 c 
_y - y- 0 
This set of equations has been solved for hydrocarbon chemical­
systems and includes condensation for the species H20 and CO
 
using the classical finite rate nucleation and droplet growth
 
law treatment described in Section B. Since in this work,
 
emphasis is placed on the kinetics of phase transition, it is
 
appropriate to employ a simple equilibrium-like complete
 
combustion chemistry model (Section C) to describe the
 
burning process. Thus, we have the combination of a finite-rate
 
phase change process and an equilibrium type chemistry model.
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To properly use these models requires that the species parti­
cipating in the chemistry model be cast in the-form of element
 
mass fractions, while the condensed spedies entering into the
 
phase kinetics process remain as'specie mass fractions which
 
act only as diluents in the local burning process.
 
Thus, the diffusion conservation equation must be written
 
in two.parts:
 
Diffusion: (element mass fractions)
 
1 yNy At _FPu E+ Pv Scw. +Y by. 
a 
(53)
 
j = C, 02, H2 , N2 
Diffusion: (phase transition spedies)
 
N 
+~ Pvpu x by 
- N y Sct by + w-F5Y (54) 
i = C02 or H20 
It must be emphasized that the 6. are not total mixture
 
element mass fractions, but involve oly the species partici­
pating in the combustion process. Thus
 
Comb. 
species 
 W
 
1 
.1 
and Phase
 
comb j trans. i
 
+ aYj i 
-F
w., the production rate of condensed species, is determined
 
by the condensation-evaporation models described in Section B,
 
and hence dietermines j :
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I 
W. = FF ti 4 W.. 
J i w 
The chemical'species considered in thetpresent application
 
are H20, H2 , 02, CO, C02 , N2, .Cc)a generalized hydrocarbon
 
fuel, CnHm , whose thermodynamic properties must be specified,
 
and either H20(c) or C02(c) as a specie undergoing finite rate
 
a
phast transition. Because the phase transition kinetics is 

function of particle size it is necessary to track the
 
particles through the flow and account for the size distribution.
 
The droplet particle size array is discussed in Section X.B.
 
The solution of the above system of equations provides the
 
details of the flow field including the velocity, temperature, and
 
species fields.
 
The global continuity.equation can be eliminated from the
 
system of differential equations by introducing the von Mises
 
The transformation
coordinates as the independent variables. 

(x,y) to (x,) is defined according to the relations:
 
PUYN T T(54a)eN9
Y
 
-pvy 
N 
=T 
N 
q 54b) 
Introduction of (54a) and (54b) into the differential equations
 
results in:
 
Element Conservation
 
Fa. Le A 2 N a. 
_ 1 a t . 3+ wF , j=C,02,H2,N 2 
(55)
 
"tP u  
Let 2N

N 6-P -Pr N 'I + L= CO orijO 
x b r N~ -7 L 2 2 
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Momentum
 
_ p u bu i1 a[ 't 2N--bu) 1id 
bx lk N I kP(56) 
Energy
 
bH 1 I 11t1u 2N1 H 62 /
 
4P a(57)
 
r h(Le -1) -
The physical y coordinate is obtained by the inverse transforma­
tion:
 
N+
N+ (N 1) j P d1F (58) 
0 u 
and the transverse component of velocity, v, is given by
 
x 
V - (59)N 
Py
 
Boundary Conditions:
 
The governing equations are parabolic and require initial 
conditions at x = 0 and boundary conditions at T = o and 
,T,= 0. The initial and boundary conditions are: 
at T=0; au 
 3. 0 
(60)
2 
at u P=wu Cf
 
W b = pUy w A m 2
 
aH
 
= 0, or T Tw 
(61)
 
1 
= 0 
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Initial Conditions:
 
u = u () 
T = T (T) 
p &.= a. () 
(62)

x=O
 
T =T (5
 
p w&..() 
The conditions expressed by (60), (61), and (62) with symmetry
 
at 5 = 0 completes the specification of initial and boundary
 
conditions.
 
The solution of the above system has been carried out by 
an explicit finite difference scheme and the details are given 
in various references including References 33 , 41 and 42. 
B. The Condensation Process
 
The condensation process is initiated by the formulation
 
of critically sized clusters of droplets in the new phase. This
 
phenomena, defined as nucleation, is generally divided into two
 
types: homogeneous, wherein the hew phase deposits on nuclei
 
spontaneously formed when vapor molecules collide and stick;
 
and heterogeneous nucleation in which the condensate initially.
 
deposits on foreign particles serving as centers for con­
densation. For simplicity, the present analysis-is concerned
 
only with the first of these phenomena.
 
The Nucleation Rate Equation:
 
The model for homogeneous nucleation according to classical
 
theory consists of specifying expressions for the radius of a
 
critical drop r*, work required for cluster formation w*,
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droplet surface tension a and a growth law. The nucleation rate 
J can be written in general form as 
P 
J = BIB2 2 exp X7
pLT
 
L
 
where J is defined as the number of droplets created per unit
 
time per unit volume. The pre-exponential factors are closely
 
related to the collision frequency of molecules in the gaseous
 
state and the exponential is an expression of the work of cluster
 
formation. Since a particular model may be best for only certain
 
flow.conditions or types of-condensate, six models are included
 
in this analysis. These expressions are summarized in Table II
 
Once the droplet is formed its subsequent history is determined
 
by some growth law. A particularly simple and useful one is
 
given by kinetic theory:
 
p v co) ML )F a-(Pv- ( 2 1kTP~u 
where
 
F = dr/dx the rate of change of droplet radius and
 
a is the accommodation coefficient.
 
To apply these expressions to condensation of a supersaturated
 
vapor, the values of A*, n*, w* and jy, must be determined.
 
These variables depend upon the state and shape of the droplets
 
of condensate, and involve the surface tension of the droplets.
 
The area of the droplet is given by
 
A* = s*r*
 
where s* is a shape factor. For spherical droplets, s* = 41 T. 
The number of molecules in a critical droplet is: 
s*r*3C
 
3m
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The work of formation is
 
4ir a2
 
3
 
The particle Array:
 
The total amount of condensate present at every point
 
in the flow field is divided into categories (current computer
 
program has ten) based on particle size. Within each size range
 
all the particles are combined to form an average with a
 
surface area ratio equal to that of the summation
volume to 

overall contributions. This equivalent particle size is identical
 
to the Sauter mean diameter or radius and be expressed as
 
jr3
 En 

where n. particles have radius r.
 r ­ 1r. 
r n 
exact for dynamic and thermal equilibrium
This representation is 

between phases assuming a mass transfer rate based on condensa­
tion from kinetic theory. The mass fraction of each category
 
the sum of the mass fraction of each contribution.
is ectmal to 

With the average size of category particles and the total
 
fraction known, the appropriate number of equiva­category mass 

lent particles is established for every class.
 
The particle distribution array in terms of size, mass
 
fraction, and number in each category at every grid point can
 
only be altered by three phenomena: the creation of new
 
droplets by nucleation, the growth of old-droplets, and the'
 
Each of these
diffusion of droplets from adjoining grid points. 

effects is treated separately in the following sections. wherein
 
expressions for the particle array variables resulting from
 
these prccesses are developed.
 
Nucleation:
 
Whenever new particles are created by the condensation
 
of droplets from the vapor phase, the resulting particle size
 
is defined in terms of the local pressure and temperature as r*
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where r partial pressure
 
2am =sturation ratio= of the vapor
 
p Rtnw equilibrium partial
 S: epressure
 
pc-condensate density
 
The number density of critical size particles created over a given
 
length is defined as NS where:
 
S 
NsS J J( )dE 
x
 
0
 
The mass fraction created is then
 
x n*M n*Enumber of molecules in critical
 gs =U --- L J d droplet 
x -mass of molecule
 
These particles are then categorized into the proper size group
 
and averaged with those already in the category using the
 
Sauter criteria to form a new class radius, mass fraction and
 
number density, defined as R(J,I) , G(J,I), and N(J,t) where 
the J indexes the categories and iF he points in the grid.
 
Growth:
 
All droplets are formed with an initial radius r* that
 
changes in accordance with the growth law as the flow field
 
develops. Thus, after every step, the updated radius array
 
must be reclassified in order to account for the transition
 
of particles from one category to another. Since it is possible
 
for more than one contribution to be made to a particular
 
category, the total mass in each category must then be re­
averaged to establish the category radius using the Sauter
 
criteria. The resulting expressions for the particle array in
 
terms of radius; mass fraction and number density become:
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.3
 
.r.En 
R(J,I) 

-
AVE n r. I I
 
where r. represents the radius and n. the number density for
 
each contribution that has been sorted into the same category.
 
Since the total mass is equal to the sum of the mass contri­
butions, the number density of particles is given by
 
3 
.r.Fn i i 
N)J,I) = 3
 
R(J,I)AVE
 
With the new size and number established the mass fraction can
 
be expressed as
 
3o
F(JI) N(J,I) R(JI)AVE 
N(JI)old (R(J,i)old G(JI)ld
 
Where the subscript "old" denotes values of the variables
 
prior to the last integration step.
 
The effects of the condensation process of creation and
 
growth on the particle array parameters are summarized
 
below. The particle array in terms of mass fractions, sizes
 
and number density is traced from an initial station to a
 
downstream position one step away.
 
The Condensation Process Summarized
 
For every grid point I the initial values of the
 
particle array are initially:
 
G(J,I)
 
R(J,I) where J indexes the categories
 
N(J,I)
 
The rate of growth of old droplets is computed based on the
 
growth law.
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dR Pv-Pv ) M 
dx pCu 21rkT 
Knowing the numerical step size based on the stability criteria
 
for the finite rate scheme, these two rate equations are in­
tegrated numerically over this step 6x .
 
The number density of new droplets created is computed
 
s u 
The change in radius of old droplets is evaluated
 
AR - dR x
dx
 
The initial radius array R(J,I) is now urdated
 
R(J,I) = R(ZE,I) + AR 
The new particle sizes are sorted into the proper categories

and the number of contributions'to each category is defined
 
as n(J).
 
The average particle size in each category is established
 
using the Sauter criteria
 
n 3 
Z R.N. 
- i=l I IR(JI)

new n- 2 
R.N.
iil 3- 1 
The new number density of particles in each category having the
 
updated size is established
 
n 3 3
 
N(JI) = RiNi/R(JI)new
new i=lirne 
The new mass fraction of each category is established
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3
 
R(JI)
N(J,I)

G(,I) = new new G(J,T)G J'I) new- N(J,I) R(J,I) 
Now, knowing the size r* of the droplets created over this
 
step, the mass fraction created is added to the appropriate
 
category
 
G' (J,I)new = G(J,I) + gs 
Then having established the number of droplets created N
 
with radius r*, the category radius is reaveraged to include
 
this last contribution
 
3 
 + Ns 
n e = 
R(J,I)neW N(JI)JIneW +  r*
3 
R ' (J , I ) 3 
wR(J,I)new N(J,I)neW+Nsr* 2 
The category number density is adjusted by
 
/R'(J,I)

N' (J,I) = R(J,I) N(JI) 
new new new 
The particle array parameters thus established
 
G' (J,I)new
 
R' (JI)newnew
 
N' (J,I)new 
represent the condensate at the downstream station
 
X = X + Ax 
0
 
as it has been altered by the kinetic process. For simplicity
 
it will be referred to using a subscript K. Thus, we have
 
established
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G' (J,-I)n G(J,I)K
 
R' (J,I) R(J,I)K
 
N (J,I)ne"n w = R(JI)KK 
Diffusion
 
Each category in the particle array is altered by the
 
diffusion of condensate of the mass categories from neighboring
 
upstream locations. Considering each particle category as a
 
quasi-element, the conservation equation for the "category
 
elements" can be written in finite difference form (forn non­
axis points) as:
 
aJ Ax (- )+ + X . (Le b_3) 
n+l u n MN 2+n, Pr n n 
m m m+l
.m+ 

Leb Le b Le b j
 
Pr n Pr n n Pr n n

m+i m+11 m m- 2 m-1 
where n,m subscripts refer to the grid point locations
 
shown in the sketch below. The first term in the equation above
 
represents the change in oJ due to the condensation process
 
as the flow moves downstream from n to n+l. The sum of the
 
first two terms is the total mass fraction of category j
 
condensate present downstream due to kinetic processes, and
 
the remaining term represents the contribution to the mass
 
fraction from diffusion.' Based on sketch-below, this
 
diffusional term can be split into the contributions from
 
each of the three upstream points:
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AG 2
m 
m--I 	 G
 
- 3 
n 	 n+l
 
x Le b j
1G NA.	 2 +NU Pr na 
14 m+ mA-l 
Ax Le b Le b
 AG 2 MAW+ Pr n Pr n n 
+ m-nI m
 
- x Le b j 
3 rn
 
m-2 Mr-1
 
For each of the 10 categories present at a given grid point
 
we may express the category mass fraction as
 
-J
 
G(J,I)nx = x ( -) + G + 6 
n+l ii n n i G2 ±A 3 
mmm 
where the kinetics contribution is evaluated as outlined in the
 
previous two sections on growth and creation of condensate
 
and is represented by G(J,I) with its associated R(J,I)K
 
and Q(JI)K Knowing the category sizes associated with each
 
upstream contribution the Sauter criteria can be used to
 
define the new category radius:
 
-so­
(J, I) K + AG 1 + bG 2 + AG 3
R(J, I)n+ = GJI
 
n+l G(J,) AG G2 A3G(,)K 1 bG 2 b 
+ + - +R(J,I) K R(J,I) n R(J, I) R(J,I) nn 
n+l m m-1 
Knowing the new mass fraction and size, the number density of
 
particles is determined from
 
P n+l G(J" I) n+l 
N(J,I) = m m
n-i- 4 R(J,I)3 
m 3 c n+l 
m 
For points on the axis, the finite rate category element
 
conservation equation becomes
 
a -bx W3 j (l+N)2,x (l-N) rLe - a I 
n+l un n + 2 Pr n n 
0 0 oo 1 
Here once again the first two terms represent the mass
 
fraction of category j due to the condensation process and the
 
last term, the effect of diffusion. In the sketch below the
 
diffusional contribution of each upstieam point is defined.
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~m=l1
 
N G 
nv=O 
AG 2 
n n+l 
G (+N). (1 Leg5 Lj
2Ax _ 
1 
 2 Pr nn
 
o
 
2-x (1-N) Let ) ] 
AG 2 -(1+N) 2_xx Pr n n
A-2 o
 
0
 
The total mass fraction of category j for grid point i at
 
(N+I) can then be written as
 
"x + + + 
G(J,I) n+l x ( un n 1 2 
0 
= -) U3i AG 4G 
0 0
 
where the first term is obtained from the kinetics condensations
 
outlined in the previous section and is defined as G(J,I)K with
 
the associated R(J,I) and Q(J,I) K Applying the Sauter
 
criteria to determine the average size of the resultant
 
collection of condensate we obtain
 
G(J,T) K + AG 1 + 6G 2 
R(JT n+l G(J,I)K AG AG 2 
0 + +R(J,I)K +R(J,I)n R(J,I)n
 
1 o
 
Knowing the total mass fraction and size, the number density
 
of particles is then
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Pn+l G(J'I)n+l
 
N(J,I)n+ 1 = 0 0
 
0Tp R(J,I)3 
0 
C. Chemistry Model
 
In making preliminary design studies for a proposed pro­
pulsion system, it is alwasy desirable to investigate the
 
extremes of no burning ("frozen chemistry") and maximum burning
 
("complete combustion chemistry"). The standard complete
 
combustion model for a hydrocarbon-oxygen system is
 
02 - fuel lean 
n0 + m/2 H2 0 + q 0n2m fuel rich CnHm + p02 - 2 
C H = fuel rich 
n m
 
Obviously, this model ignores the effects of dissociation. For
 
fuel-lean mixtures with flame temperatures less than 25000 K
 
this simple model is an acceptable approximation to the equili­
brium composition. For fuel-rich mixtures the above model is not
 
as satisfactory, since CO and C are present in significant
 
amounts at equilibrium. A stud}S)of tabulated hydrocarbon-air
 
equilibrium compositions indicated that it would be possible to
 
formulate a simple, algebraic fuel-rich "quasi-complete
 
combustion" model by using three distinct regions of fuel/air
 
ratios. The first attempt to formulate the model is shown in 
Figure 51.
 
This model yields flame temperatures that are only slightly
 
above that at true equilibrium. However, the representation of
 
the relative amounts of the major chemical species in zones
 
A and B was not very realistic for most combinations of pressure
 
and itial mixture temperature. This led to a revision of zones
 
A and B, resulting in the model shown in Figure 52. This model,
 
as shown in Figures 53 and 54, yields a flame temperature very
 
near that of equilibrium except for mixtures very close to
 
stoichiometric. In this region, the flame temperatures are high
 
enough so that chemical dissociation is a significant phenomena,
 
and hence the flame temperature of the complete combustion model,
 
which ignores dissociation is, noticably higher,than the flame
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temperature of the equilibrium chemistry model which takes
 
dissociation into account with respect to the species-H, O,and
 
OH.
 
It should be noted that methane (CH4) is a significant
 
equilibrium specie in very fuel rich regions (0/F < 1 or
 
(D> 3) for fuels such as kerosene (C9H2 0 ), and that at low
 
temperatures in highly fuel rich regions the original fuel
 
specie is present at equilibrium in significant-amounts rather
 
than being completely .brokendown into C(S ) and H2 .
 
As an example of the application of this analysis, a nozzle
 
type expansion process was investigated. To demonstrate the
 
coupling between the mixing process and the finite rate
 
evaporation process a non-uniform entrance condition was imposed
 
consisting of the products of the complete combustion of a lean
 
hydrogen/0 mixture surrounded by cold air. As the flow field
 
develops, he gaseous H2 0 spreads into the secondary air stream
 
and cools. When saturation conditions are achieved, the finite
 
rate condensation of water vapor begins. Profiles of the
 
important flow variables are given in Figures 55 to 58.
 
Velocity and static temperature profiles for the system are
 
given in Figure 55. Figure 56 shows the gaseous specie mass
 
fraction distributions at a streamwise location where two phase
 
phenomena have occurred. An indication of the spread of con­
densate in both the radial and streamwise direction is given by
 
the results of Figure 57. As the flow moves downstream both
 
the amount of condensate and its radial extent increases. The
 
radius distribution of a condensate in the first size ­
category (0 to 10- 3 microns) is given in Figure 58. The
 
secondary peak in the vicinity of the wall is due to the creation
 
of "new" droplets as the gaseous H20 diffuses.
 
The primary distribution (y/yw = .77 to .95) represents
 
the size variation of "old" droplets created upstream as effected
 
by their growth history. These droplets comprise the majority
 
of condensate present. Near the wall (y/yw > .95) the satura­
tion ratio is relatively high and the small condensate mass
 
fraction (below 10-13) in this region is essentially comprised
 
of critical sized droplets.
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XI. SUMMARY
 
The work presented in this report consists of both
 
analysis and numerical implementation of a number of processes
 
relevant to chemically reacting plume flows.
 
The basic GASL MOCV (Method of Characteristics with
 
Viscosity) program has been extended to include the intercepting
 
shock-Mach disc structure of an underexpanded exhaust plume.
 
Although various aspects of the computer program have been
 
daecked the total capability has not been exercised as of this
 
time. Limited tests for inviscid flows with frozen chemistry
 
have been made demonstrating that the modifications are working.
 
Also, in the existing version the detection of the intercepting
 
(barrel) shock is done by noting a local'pressure peak in the
 
vicinity of the nozzle lip. Furthermore, the Mach disc location
 
must be specified.
 
The Mach disc problem was studied in some detail and its
 
location, or more specifically the location of the triple point,
 
in relationship to the subsequent downstream subsonic flow has
 
been analyzed. This investigation suggests a theoretical rather
 
than an empirical method for treating this problem.
 
The transonic flow problem was investigated and various
 
methods of analysis were reviewed. The result of this study
 
indicates that an unsteady approach should be used for the
 
transonic flow downstream of the Mach disc. Additional work
 
is, however, required to establish a feasible unsteady
 
computational technique which includes viscosity and kinetics
 
processes simultaneously.
 
In addition to studying the various fluid mechanical
 
problems, some relevant aspects of chemical and multiphase
 
processes were investigated. A chemical kinetics mechanism
 
for the oxidation of hydrocarbons (hydrogen included) has been
 
introduced into the-plume version of the MQCV program,(ducted
 
flow Versions are described in Reference 39). Phase transition
 
kinetics has been analyzed and implemented for computations
 
within the parabolic mixing and combustion programs and currently
 
treats the finite rate phase transition of C02 and H20. Inclusion
 
of this capability into the MOCV programs will be made in the
 
near future. 
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APPENDIX A
 
a
 
modification of a method of characteristics computer program
 
originally developed to compute internal flows with multiple
 
shock intersections 44 Envelope shocks of either family are
 
detected by the crossing of characteristics of that family.
 
In outline, the plume computations proceed as follows (Figure 57).
 
The computations reported herein were obtained using 

The flow (pT,M,9) across the exit plane (in this case
 
uniform and parallel) was specified along with the ambient
 
pressure. The computatinn procedes along right running
 
characteristics. A concentrated expansion is put at the nozzle
 
lip to match the exit and ambient pressures. After each
 
interior point is computed, a test is made to determine whether
 
or not two characteristics of the same family have crossed.
 
if not, the computation proceeds to the next regular interior
 
or boundary point. If two such characteristics cross, a shock
 
is initiated. Subsequently, the 'shock slope and the flow
 
immediately behind it are obtained by matching the Rankine-

Hugonoit jump conditions with the solution of the characteristic
 
compatability equations behind the shock. Since characteristic
 
computations are familiar to most fluid dynamicists, the details
 
of the interior, boundary, and shock point computations which
 
can be found in Reference 44 are not given here. However,
 
two comments are in order. First, in all finite difference
 
equations the coefficients were averaged between initial and
 
final points except that, strictly as a matter of computational
 
convenience, the shock slope was not averaged in determining
 
shock point locations. Second, the entropy and total enthalpy
 
(in this computation the latter was constant) along a stream­
line are determined-from a mass flow entropy, total enthalpy
 
table which is constructed from initial data and modified when
 
a shock is traversed. This procedure is much more accurate 45
 
than the more usual one of directly interpolating on the
 
computational mesh.
 
In the present computations, the triple point abscissa was
 
specified. So, after each internal mesh point was computed, a
 
test was made to determine whether its abscissa was greater
 
than or less than that specified for the triple point. If greater,
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the ordinate of, and flow before the shock at the triple point,
 
were obtained by linear interpolation. Then the intercepting
 
shock alope and-the flow behind it were obtained from a regular
 
shock computation.
 
The triple point solution is obtained by first assuming
 
a value for the strong shock slope and computing the corres­
ponding pressure and flow direction in region 4, Figure 58. Then
 
the reflected shock angle, or corresponding to the pressure
 
P3 = P4 is determined. A test is then made to determine if
 
93 = 94. If not, a new value of the strong shock slope is
 
guessed and the process is repeated. The strong shock slope
 
is iterated on until P3 = P4 and 93 = Q4 simultaneously.
 
The triple point solution includes the slope of the
 
separating slip-stream (SS), e@S, which is necessary to continue
 
the flow field solution further downstream. Recall that this
 
streamline separates the flow into two regions, a quasi-one­
dimensional streamtube centered along the'axis and an outer
 
region where the complete steady Euler equations are used.
 
The separating slip-stream shape (i.e., the streamtube cross­
sectional area distribution) and the axial pressure distribution
 
are obtained by matching the solutions of these two regions
 
along the slipstream.
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FIGURE 21 - SCHEMATIC OF UNDEREXPANDED SONIC NOZZLE IN THE 
:ABSENCE OF INTERNAL SHOCKS 
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FIGURE 22 - SCHEMATIC OF INTERNAL SHOCK STRUCTURE IN 
THE VICINITY OF THE TRIPLE POINT
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FIGURE 26 - COMPUTATIONAL REGION FOR TRANSONIC FLOW 
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FIGURE 34- QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL deLaval NOZZLE 
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FIGURE 37- HISTORY OF WORK PERFORMED AT THE ENTRANCE PLANE
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SKETCH 45. SCHEMATIC OF COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE ON DOWNSTREAM SIDE OF DISCONTINUITY
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